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BIRD DEPARTURE DATES

By WILSON TOUT
In discussing the departure dates of summer residents,
as based on records of birds in Lincoln County, I would like
to be able to give certain dates when each species and subspecies leaves for the south. Had I been keeping records of
departure dates for only a few years, the task would seem
to be an easy one. But my bird records here in Lincoln
County extend back to 1907 - forty years. These records
have been copied from my notebooks and entered on special
blanks; that information has been condensed and entered
on other blanks. In this way I have at hand a bewildering
array of data on departure dates.
I find that I have recorded some of the summer residents during every month of the year. Among them are the
Meadowlark, Red-wing, Blue Jay, Magpie, Crow, Horned
Lark, Northern Flicker, Sparrow Hawk, Pintail, Mallard,
Ring-billed Gull, Cardinal, and Robin. Some of these might
be termed permanent residents, but some are not and their
appearance here in the winter months is not usual. It may
be accounted for in part by unusually mild weather during
some winters, a satisfactory food supply, or other conditions not determined. Probably all of them decrease in
numbers in the fall and increase again during the following
spring.
It is thought by some ornithologists that the Horned
Larks which breed here in the summer are of a different
[1]
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race from those which spend the winter months here. It is
possible that the Red-wing.s, Mallards, and others on the
list are summer residents further north and only come this
far south in the winter, while those which spend the summer here migrate further south for the winter but all are
of the same race.
I have a record of every bird I have seen or heard on
every day of the year when it has been seen or heard for
many years in the past. A record for January may be marked 8-27 and that means that bird was seen in January from
the 8th to the 27th. It may have been seen every day during
the month between these extremes or it may not have been
seen at all during the intervening time.
October 2-20 for the Brown Thrasher indicates that October 20 thpt year was the last date I recorded it. That does
not mean that October 20 was its departure date but that
it was the last date I saw it here that year. My record may
show that September 17 was the last date I saw it the next
year.
The weather has a great deal to do with my last record
dates. I have known a rainy period in September when it
would have been impossible for me to have gone afield. Certain of the birds were common when the rainy season started and were gone when it was over. A hot, dry September
with warm nights will prolong the last record date until
late in the month or even into October.
Since I do not know the dates when the southern migration takes place but only the dates when I last record the
different species and subspecies, averaging of these dates
has no value to anyone but me and is a waste of time. One
year I recorded Killdeers on November 2, another year on
November 4, another year on November 12, and another
year on November 16. It is possible that most of the Killc'eers left by November 1 that year or even October 1 but
for some reason those I .saw lingered until the 16th and we
do not know that that was their departure date.
Here are some last record dates of some of our summer
residents: House Wren, October 15; Sennett's Nighthawk,
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October 14; Red-headed Woodpecker, October 13; Eastern
Kingbird, September 24; Arkansas Kingbird, September
15 ; Orchard Oriole, September 3 ; Baltimore Oriole, September 16; Catbird, October 13; and Brown Thrasher, October
20.
l{ere is the last date on which 1 .saw the Baltimore
Oriole in each of 22 different Septembers: One year on
September 1, one year on the 2nd, one year on the 3rd, two
years on the 4th, one year on the 6th, three years on the 7th,
two years on the 8th, four years on the 9th, one year on the
10th, two years .on the 11th, two years on the 12th, one
year on the 13th, and one year on the 16th. The last date
during the other years came in August. I would say that
my records indicate that the Baltimore Orioles leave Lincoln County sometime during August or September.
Some who have only recently started to keep records
can tell positively just when the different species and subspecies leave for the south in the fall. They have records of
when they saw them last and with only a few such records
on each kind, they do not hesitate to give the exact dates of
departure or perhaps the average date. But when one gets
the records of many years before him, studies the influence
of weather, the irregularity and infrequency of field trips,
the different habitats visited and other factors which may
enter into field observations, he becomes very hesitant
about relying on any of the figures.
Another factor that enters into establishing a departure date is the fact that these migrating birds are mostly
silent. The arrival date in spring is usually the same as the
first record date, for many of the birds are in full song
before they reach here. The Mourning Dove is cooing while
on the way north and it continues to coo the first day it
gets here. But it has quit cooing long before it leaves in the
fall and that makes sight records the only evidence and the
date of departure more difficult to get.
The House Wren sometimes stays about my home place
for a month after it quits singing. This year I saw it until
September 25. Usually it was slipping through the vines
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on a trellis or those on a fence. Then it disappeared. Was
that the departure date? One other year I saw a House
Wren on October 15. That was about three weeks later than
the last date I saw it this year and my records show that
there have been 12 different years when I have seen the
House Wren here later than I saw it this year.

SUMMARY
The last date a bird is seen by an observer does not
necessarily coincide with the date of departure of that
species.
The average of the last dates a bird is seen is not necesf-1arily the average date of departure of that species.
There is reason to believe that weather and other factors have considerable influence on the departure date of
most of the birds.
Calculations, estimates, guesses and similar methods
of arriving at departure dates are of no value to anyone but
the person who makes them and they may even lead him
astray from the truth.-North Platte, Nebraska.

RECENT CHANGES IN NOMENCLATURE AND
SUBSPECIFIC STATUS OF NEBRASKA BIRDS

By F. W. HAECKER
In the January-June 1945 issue of THE NEBRASKA
BIRD REVIEW, Haecker, Moser, and Swenk published a
Check-List of the Birds of Nebraska in which the technical
and vernacular names were as given in the American Ornithologists' Union Check-Li.st of North American Birds
(4th edition, 1931) as changed by the Nineteenth Supplement to the A. O. U. Check-List (Auk, 61, 1944: 441-464).
Since then the Twentieth Supplement to the Check-List has
been published (Auk, 62, 1945: 436-449) and these changes
as they affected Nebraska birds were published in THE
NEBRASKA BIRD REVIEW in the July-December 1945
issue.
The Twenty-first (Auk, 63, 1946: 428-432) and the
Twenty-second (Auk, 64, 1947: 445-452) Supplements to
the Check-List have now been published, and the changes
which affect the Nebraska list of birds together with other
changes are summarized herewith:
Branta oanadensis moffitti Aldrich. The Great Basin
Canada Goose is a newly recognized subspecies which is a
common migrant over Nebraska and possible breeder. This
will replace in the state, B. c. canadensis, Common Canada
Goose which is now recognized as a more eastern race (see
Moser, Neb. Bird Review, 15, 1947: 5-7).
The Gadwall is now placed in the genus Anas and its
scientific name becomes Anas strepera.
The generic name of the Ruddy Duck is changed. It
now becomes Oxyura iamaicensis rubida.
Pediocetes phasianellus iamesi Lincoln, the Plains
Sharp-tailed Grouse, is a newly recognized race which replaces the Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse in the Nebraska
Check-List. The latter form is now restricted to a more
eastern range.
[5]
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The Bob-whites of western Nebraska are now considered to be Colinus virginianus taylori Lincoln, the Plains
Bob-white. The birds in the eastern part of the state are still
(so far as the A. O. U. Check-List is concerned) C. v. virginianus, eastern Bob-white, although Aldrich (Auk, 63,
1946: 493-508) restricts this race to extreme southeastern
United States and considers the birds of eastern Nebraska
to be C. v. me:cicanus. the Interior Bob-white, a race not
yet recognized by the A. O. U. Committee.
The technical name of the Black Rail becomes Laterallus jamaicensis pygmaeus (Blackwall).
The technical name of the Red-backed Sandpiper becomes Erolia alpina pacifica (Coues).
The subspecific name of the Rock Dove is dropped.
Its scientific name is now Columba livia. This omission has
been effected because the stock now established at freedom
withm the North American limits shows various characters covering several wild forms of the species.
The generic name Cryptoglaux becomes Aegolius. The
Nebraska forms are now:
Aegolius funereus richardsoni - Richardson's' Owl
Aegolius acadicus acadicus - Saw-whet Owl
To conform with the original spelling, Nuttall's Poorwill now is Phalenoptnus nuttallii nuttallii.
The generic name of the Northern Pileated Woodpecker is changed. The bird's technical name is now Hylatomus pileatus abieticola.
Because of recognition of an additional race, a subspecific name is added to the technical name of the Red-bellied
Woodpecker. It is now Ccnturus carolinus carolinus.
The generic name Dryobates is changed to Dendrocopos. The Nebraska forms become:
Dendrocopos villosus septentrionalis
Northern Hairy Woodpecker
Dendrocopos villosus vollosus
Eastern Hairy Woodpecker
Dendrocopos villosus monticola
Rock Mountain Hairy Woodpecker
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Dendrocopos pubes'cens medianus
Northern Downy Woodpecker
Dendricopos pubescens leucurus
Batchelder's Woodpecker
Myiochanes becomes Contopus. The new names of the
Nebraska forms of this genus are now as follows:
Contopus virens
Eastern Wood Pewee
Contopus richards'Or~ii richardsonii
Western Wood Pewee
Otocoris becomes Eremophila and the names of the
Nebraska forms of the genus are now as follows:
Eremophila alpestris hoyti
Hoyt's Horned Lark
ifJremophila alpestris enthymin
Saskatchewan Horned Lark
Eremophila alpestris alpestris
Northern Horned Lark
Eremophila nlpcstris leucolaema
Desert Horned Lark
Eremophila alpestris praticola
Prairie Horned Lark
The subspecific name of the Long-crested Jay is changed. Its full technical name is now Cyanocitt·a steUeri macrolopha.
"here is a change in the generic name of the Pinyor
Jay, its name now being GunmoTh'inus cyanocephalus
Sitta car.olinensis cookei is now the name of the Whitebreasted Nuthatch. Its former name, S. c. carolinensis, now
being- that of the Florida Nuthatch.
A change in spelling has been made in the technical
name of the Bohemian Waxwing. It is now Bombycilla garI"ulus paUidiceps.
The name for the family of Wood Warblers is changed
from Compsothlypidae to Parulidae. The generic name of
the Northern Parula Warbler is also changed; its name is
now PaTula americana pusilln.
Because a new race of Icterus buUockii, namely I. b.
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parvus, Ridgway's Oriole, has been recognized on the Pacific Coast, a subspecific name has been added to the name
of Bullock's Oriole that occurs in Nebraska. It is now Icter'us bullockii bullockii.
Hedymeles becomes a subgenus of Pheucticus. The Nebraska forms are now:
Pheucticus ludQvicianus
Rose-breasted Grosbeak
Pheucticus melanoceplmlus melanocephalus
Rocky Mountain Grosteak
The generic name of the Green-tailed Towhee is changed. Its name is now Chlorura chlorura.
In addition to the acove, Cassiar Junco, Junco hyemalis
cismontanus, has been found to occur in Nebraska (see Moser, Neb. Bird Review, 14, 1946 :1-6). Therefore, two new
forms, Cassiar Junco and Plains Bob-white may be added
to the Nebraska list as it is now understood, bringing it up
to 474 species and subspecies (388 species and 86 additional
races of some of these species). This state list is probably
exceeded only by California, Texas, and Arizona, but so far
as published lists are concerned, only by California.
Dropped from the Nebraska list aR mentioned above
are Common Canada Goose and Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse,
but these are replaced by Great Basin Canada Goose and
Plains Sharp-tailed Grouse, respectively.-Kemmerer, Wyoming.

"DRUMMING" IN THE CHIMNEY SWIFT

By W. E. EIGSTI
On June 21, 1947, I discovered a nest of the Chimney
Swift 12 feet down in the chimney from the gas furnace in
our house at 1331 North Burlington Avenue in Hastings.
The nest, containing four eggs, was attached to the south
wall of the 9" x 14" flue, about in the center.
Following is a log of the first week which is typical of
the whole period of observation from June 21 to July 22,
1947:
June 21, 1947, 5 :30 p.m.
Used a focusing flashlight which was necessary even
on a bright day. Upon focusing the light upon the bird
which was sitting on the nest or clinging to the wall near
the nest, the bird would gradually raise up on its feet away
from the wall of the chimney at the same time the wings
were raised, as in Figure 1; it would then continue to the
position show in Figure 2; this action required about 3
seconds. The bird next b2~<ln vibrathg its wings very repidly and moving backward acros.s the chimney space until
against the north wall opposite from where it had be:m at
rest. The bird still faced south (Figure 3). As the win~;s
hit the north wall a "fluttering" 01" "drumming" sound was
producted, which was very loud, and coming up from that
depth gave it a rather weird, hollow sound, difficult to
describe. Upon my first approach the bird produced this
sound and it startled me for never before had I heard such
a peculiar noise coming from a chimney. At once I set out
to get my flashlight to see what produced the sound. I was
indeed surprised.
June 22, 1947, 7 :00 p.m.
Swift did not fly off nest when lighted up with flashlight.
June 23, 1947
Swift on nest facing south. The bird always had this
position. Never did it face north.
June 24, 1947, 9 :30 p.m, - After Dark
Upon throwing light down the chimney the Swift
drummed several times and between drummings it hung
on wall of chimney near the nest. Never did the Swift sit

10
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Fig. I

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
Figs. 1 & 2. Positions of Chimney Swift against the inner face of.the
south wall of chimney, preliminary to the "drumming" flight.
Fig. 3. Position of Chimney Swift against inner face of the north wall
of chimney. during the "drumming" flight.
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on north wall. A few seconds intervened cetween drummings. Upon each drumm;ng it went through the same steps
as shown in drawings.
June 25, 1947
Swift on nest, but flew off against opposite wall to
drum. Drummed 7 times and lit on south wall under nest,
possibly to get away from the light.
June 26, 1947
Swift on nest, but got off to drum, then stayed off; 5
minutes later bird was on nest.
June 27; 1947
Swift on nest. Flew off to drum and returned to
nest.
Sometimes as the Swift raised off the south wall to
drum, the bristles of the tail feathers scraped against the
brick; this could easily be heard. Several times after dark
I observed 2 other Swifts roosting under the nest on the
south wall of the chimney.
After the incubation period was past and I found the
eggs did not hatch, I secured the eggs by fastening a wad of
gum to the end of a pole. The contents of the eggs were dry
and the shell stained. The eggs were washed but they proved
to be very brittle. After drying, the eggs cracked at various
places and several fell to pieces. I do not think my observations had anything to do with the eggs railing to hatch as
the bird sat on the eggs shortly after every drumming performance. There were times when the bird was not sitting
on the eggs; I think incubation by the bird may not have
been necessary because of the heat left in the chimney and
the roof after a very hot day. The furnace was not in use
during this time so no fumes passed through the chimney.
The toes of the Swift when clinging to the bricks were
about on a level with the bird's eyes. The tail served as a
brace or prop.
One time as the Swift drummed it kept working its
way to the top of the chimney, coming within 3 feet of the
opening.
It is my opinion that the "drumming" action was an
attempt on the part of the bird to frighten away an enemy.
-Hastings, Nebraska

BANDING MOURNING DOVES IN
EASTERN NEBRASKA

By WILHELMINA and LEROY GULOTTA
When we were granted a permit to band songbirds by
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1939, we were unaware of all its fascinating possibilities. Only when we
were placing the band on our first Rose-breasted Grosbeak
and on our first Chickadee did we begin to experience the
intimate relation a,Dancer feels for the feathered creature
he is holding in his hand.
To date we have banded 3,000 birds of 60 species,
chiefly in Lancaste>J:' County in the vicinity of Lincoln, Nebraska. Some birds will re-enter the trap for food Qr wat€r
a surprisingly short time after being released. Certain
birds return to the baited traps in many subsequent seasons.
Counting such "repeats" and "returns". we have had the
op~Dtunity to observe the beha viol' and examine the plumage and general condition of approximatelY'J5;000 birds.
The banding method of bird study has been employed
systematically only sine.e l~OO, but it 'has revealed more
facts about birds than had beel'dearned in all the centuries
before-although birds ha<ve cha.Jlenged the wonder and admirationufrmafrkind ,sine~ BibHcaJ days. On the numbered
aluminum band which is placed around the tarsus of a bird
is ·stamped themessage,"Notify U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service,'Washington, D. C.".
Birds bearing our bands h[lve been reported to Washi~gton by ob~ervant and obli::ring- persons who found them
over a wide area, 1>1 Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas
2.nd down in olel lVIc::ico near La!:e Chalapa in Guadalajara
and amid the beauty of the legendary city of TaxcD. It is
the custom of the Wildlife Service to inform us who has
found our banded bird and to inform the finder where and
by whom it was bandEd. This wmetimes develops a cordial
exchange of views and it has been said that the banded bird
is a tiny element in our national good neighbor policy.
[12]
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The vast and growing file in the Washington office
contains the records of over 5,000,000 birds that have been
banded since the U. S. Government took over supervision of
the nation-wide banding project in 1920. This was affected
by Act of Congress and the work was entrusted to Dr.
Frederick C. Lincoln, Wildlife Assistant to the Director of
the Fish and Wildlife Service.
According to Commons (1938), Dr. Lincoln has pointed
out that the professional ornithologist views the marking of
birds with numbered bands as a means to further his researches upon the distribution and migration of the migratory species; the strength of the attachment manifest by
different species of birds, over a period of years, for their
nesting sites and their winter quarters; the speed and regularity of the migratory flight; the force of the mating devotion through the rearing of .successive f.ledglings; the
longevity of birds; and many other related matters.
When the species we seek to band will not come to us
at our banding station in our modest home sancutary, we go
to the birds for more intimate study of their home life as
we band the young in the nest. The charm of thi'l field of
birrI adventure has introduced us to the Mourning Dove in
a special way because almost all of our doves have been
banded in the nest.
According to Bruner, Wolcott and Swenk (1904), "the
Mourning Dove is exceedingly common over the entire state
of Nebraska, chiefly as a summer resident and breeder ,'arriving in April and departing in November, although some
individuals remain throughout the winter- in sheltered localities southward." Forbush and May (1939) report that
mated pairs remain together the entire year; that the male
does not cease his attentions when the eggs are deposited,
but shares the duties of incubation, feeding, and brooding;
and that one or the other of the parents is almost continually on the nest.
Our banding schedules, on file in Washington, D. C.,
record that we have banced 508 coves in the nest from the
middle of May until late in September (Table 1), late band-
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ing dates being September 15, 18, 20, 22, and 25 (Table 2).
All were banded when 4 to 7 days old, and were fed and
brooded a week to ten days longed before they left the nest.
Banding records show that the nesting activities of Mourning Doves extend from April to October in southeastern
Nebraska.
Table 1.-Numbers of Mourning Dove nestling banded
in vicinity of Lincoln, Nebraska. Breakdown
of 508 banding records, monthly and yearly
totals, 1940-1947, inclusive.
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
~ay

June
July

Aug.
Sept.
Yearly
Totals

o

~onthly

Totals

0003722
10
35 26
11
14 16
3
18
34
24
39
24
9 27
6
3 10
19 21
2 26
1
2
2 20
14
15
3

4
39
12
5

14
119
214
99
62

26

60

508

67

56

87

80

74

58

Table 2.-Numbers of Mourning Dove nestlings banded in vicinity of Lincoln, Nebraska. Breakdown of 62 September banding records,
1940-1947, inclusive.
Sept.
Totals

September Dates

1
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

4

5

8

9

14

15

18 20 22
1

25
1

2

2

2

17

2

3

5

3

6

13

2

3

2

Totals
by
dates 2

2

5 17

2

3

1

6

2

6 16

20
14
15
5

1

2

3

62

The unexpected authorization of an open season, permitting shooting of doves from September 10-24, 1947,
came as a marked surprise to thousands of Nebraskans.
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Strong protest came at once from two different general
sources: First, those who regard the doves from an esthetic viewpoint, who admire their beauty and enjoy their
affinity for the environs of man's habitations, and who had
come to feel confident that, after many years of security
in this state, this species of bird was to rem 'lin probcted
from the hunter's gun. Secondly, protests came from Nebraska conservationists who objected to the unexplainable
inconsistency of policy. They asked the natural question:
Why is it that Mourning' Doves do not receive the same protection during the entire span of th2ir breeding se'1son that
has been granted-with unanimous approval-to game
birds and other wildlife during their breeding season?
During the September, 1947, open season on Mourning Doves we found nestling and eggs about to hatch. It is
regrettable to us to add that during the 1947 open season
we found fledgling doves dead in the nest, possibly from
starvation-a loss deplorable to sportsmen and bird lovers
alike, and a powerful plea for protection. Dr. Lincoln must
have had just such grim scenes in mind when he cautioned
sportsmen against seeking biologically unsound shooting
privileges, in these wore's: "It would be an obvious mistake
to permit sport shooting during a period when, for many
of the birds which are killed, two young will also dIe in the
nest from starvation."
The problem in Nebraska is simplified by studies showing that any September dove season will overlap the breeding season and will be certain to result disastrously for late
nesters. In Minnesota the people themselves have settled
the question for all time. Their 1947 Legislature was stimulated by public sentiment that had become aroused against
shooting doves. The laws covering the hunting of migratory
birds were this year revised to prohibit the taking and possession of Mourning Doves henceforth in Minnesota.
The Nebraska Game Commission is the guardian of
the wildlife assets of our State. It has won wide support
heretofore from all the public by its wise policy of forbidding open seasons during the breeding seasons of other
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wildlife. This is in accord with the will of the people-and
with sound biological principles. The same publice is now
asking the Commission-with full confidence in the answer: Should not its same wise and humane policy throw
the mantle of protection around our Mourning Doves in
the future?
REFERENCES
Bruner, L., R. H. Wolcott, and M. H. Swenk
1904. A preliminary review of the birds of Nebraska.
Commons, Marie
1938. The log of Tanager Hill.
Forbush, E. H. and J. B. May
1939. Natural history of the birds of eastern and central North
America.

-Lincoln, Nebraska
The Nebraska Wildlife Survey and Investigation Quarterly Progress Report for April 1, 1947 (a report required
by the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act), prepared
by wildlife biologists of the Nebraska Game, Forestation
and Parks Commission, conbins the following information;
At the close of the 1946 pheasant and waterfowl hunting
season, 5970 resident Nebraska hunters were contacted by
card questionnaires, the cards being mailed to equal percentages of hunting permit buyers in all counties. Useable cards
were returned by 1294 hunters. Among other questions, the
hunters were asked, "do you favor a dove season for 1947?"
-1046 hunters answered this question-74 per cent said
"no" .
In like manner, a m~.iorit'~· of the hunters did not favor
an open season on quail, even in the six principle quail counties. Consideration of open seasons on these two bird species
is pertinent here; the following is extracted from the Quarterly Progress Report mentioned above. " . . . Nebraska
would have neither a quail nor a dove season if the matter
were left entirely to public opinion. In practice, however,
Nebraska permits a quail season in a few counties but no
shooting of doves in the state. The quail seasons, beginning
in 1944, followed the realization that a harvestable supply
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of quail was available in southeastern counties. On the
other hand, studies in Nebraska and Iowa have shown that
it would be difficult to shoot doves here without endangering late nesters. Hence, the dove season has remained closed, a situation not unlike the closing of duck shooting during the duck nesting season."
The "studies in Nebraska and Iowa" mentioned in the
preceding paragraph and alluded to by the Gullottas in
their report on their dove banding records, are those of
Dr. H. Elliott McClure. a biologist formerly in the employ
of the Nehraska Game Commission. In the Journal of Wildlife Management for April, 1944, Vol. 8, Number 2, pages
130-132, McClure states that "To ornithologists, continued
hunting of the mourning dove can only be justified if there
is a shootable surplus and the species is in no danger of
extirpation. The extinction of the passenger pigeon is a
tragedy known to all, and a repetition of that catastrophe
with our only remaining abundant dove is unthinkable. It
is well to be reminded here that our other native species,
the white-winged dove, is also in a precarious position. It
is to be hoped that the combined efforts of .sportsmen and
conservationists in New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas will
save the latter bird.
"The personnel of state conservation departments and
of hunting organizations have differing viewpoints as to
policy in the hunting of doves. In the South, there is a surplus to harvest; home-bred birds comprise only a small
percentage of the wintering population, and care is needed
only to open the season after the local young have flown
from the nests. By contrast, in the North the situation is
quite different. There is only a small influx of birds from
states to the north, but a rapid depletion of huntable birds
through southward migration. The conservation and game
departments are besieged by two groups. One says, 'Let us
have a shot at the birds. We raise them and the southern
sportsman shoots them. Is that fair?' The other considers
the dove a song bird of important economic value and wants
no shooting. Hupters often favor a closed season, as was
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sho.wn by replies to. a questio.nnaire sent o.ut in Nebraska
during 1942, when 68.5 per cent favo.red a co.ntinued clo.sed
seaso.n. As to. expenditure o.f state funds o.n research o.r
surveys co.ncerning the do.ve, most states assume that the
bird is a migrant and investigatio.ns, therefo.re, sho.uld be
made by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
"Judging by past actio.ns, the perso.nnel o.f the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife &ervice has preferred to. leave management o.f the do.ve to. the separate states. The do.ve is migrato.ry and the length o.f hunting seaso.ns and o.f bag limits
have been co.ntro.lled thro.ugh Federal regulatio.ns, but as
the bird is reared in the vario.us states that hunt it, mo.re
detailed research has been referred to. the states. Hence,
with the states expecting the Fish and Wildlife Service
to. act, and vice versa, but little has been do.ne.
"There sho.uld be no. hunting o.f do.ves no.rth o.f the 37th
parallel. Pro.bably the divisio.n line sho.uld be alo.ng the
so.uthern bo.rder o.f Virginia,' 'Kentucky, Misso.uri, Kansas,
Co.lo.rado., and acro.ss Nevada and central Califo.rnia. All o.f
the area no.rth o.f this bo.undary sho.uld remain as a vast
breeding range to. maintain the species and to. supply a
sho.o.table surplus.
"In these no.rthern latitudes the do.ve is late in nesting.
Over 20 per cent o.f the yo.ung do. no.t leave the nests until
after September 1, and in so.me areas. such as so.uthern
Io.wa, two. per cent remain in the nests after Octo.ber 1. If
the hunting seaso.n o.pens in September, o.ne-fifth o.f the
po.pulatio.n is endangered."
Tho.se who. favo.r an o.pen :::easo.n o.n do.ves may co.mmo.nly be pro.ne to. lo.ok upo.n the viewpo.int o.f the so.-called
bird lo.ver regarding this question as that o.f a "sentimentalist". In a letter received fro.mMrs. Paul T. Heineman o.f
Plattsmo.uth, Nebraska, under date of Octo.ber 9, 1947, I
find these tho.ughts: "My interest in any bird as a living
creature, which gives me a certain esthetic and spiritual
satisfactio.n as it walks acro.ss my lawn, is as authentic as
a hunter's interest in it as a dead bird he plans to. eat. By
what bio.lo.gic and eco.no.mic co.mpulsio.n must a hunter kill
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doves anyhow? Could it be that the hunter's reasoning is
sentimental, too 7"
Writing as a hunter who treasures his "memories of
the folding of birds singled out of flocks whipping over
the rushes, of the impacts of falling bodies on the wai?r, of
drifting feathers and the smell of powder smoke", Dr. Paul
L.Errington of Iowa State College and one of the n'ltion's
leading students of wildlife populations, says (The Journal
of Wildlife Management, July 1947, Vol. 11, No.3, pp. 270272) "sport purchased at disproportionate cost to other outdoor values is not worth having. . . . Hunter though I am,
why ,should I have to be one . . . to be entitled to more
than outdoor left-overs that may escape gun or pole-trap?
Why should I not dawc1le on a hill top in the hazy autumn
sunshine if I would rather do that than go hunting, and, if
I choose not to hunt, why should it follow that I automatically relinquish to hunters all of my rights in game or in
wild animals associated with game? To the extent that I as
a citizen am mindful of the courtesies due others, I think
that I should be entitled to a certain freedom in my choice
of outdoor pleasures, without carrying the insignia of gun
any more than of rod or field glass or camera or hiking kit.
If game management itself is to be in analysis anything
except exploitation. it must guard against the fundamental
wrongness of giving me, upon payment of a piddling license fee, more shooting privileges than I deserve, at the
same time short-changing me as a citizen.
"Herein lies a most serious obstacle to harmonious
cooperation of outdoor groups in matters that should be to
their mutual interest. The harvesting of a seasonal game
crop through hunting isn't always the bitterest source of
dissention between sportsman and 'protectionist.' Far more
may be attributed to the blindness and selfishness of too
many of the sportsmen and their leaders and their assurance that not only is the g'lme theirs to shoot if they want
to, but also that theirs is the prerogative of doing about
whatever they may wish with wildlife in generaI."-Editor.

HAWK POPULATIONS IN NEBRASKA, 1945-1946

By JOHN H. WAMPOLE
This report is a summary of field notes gathered over
a period of two years. Although observations were made in
all parts of the state, most of them were noted in the central third. The discus.sion follows by species in the order
of their abundance. For the purposes of this paper, the
term hawk is used to include all members of the order Falconi formes.
Eastern Sparrow Hawk
Of the 2643 hawks identified, comprIsmg seventeen
species and subspecies. almost hg,lf (43.47%) were Sparrow

Hawks. Popul2tion peaks were noted in April and August
of 1945 and in April and September of 1946. Occasional
birds were seen during January, February, November, and
December in or near the woody cover of river valleys. During August and September it was not uncommon to see
from 30 to 50 birds per day.
Sparrow Hawks were seen eating grasshoppers, and
one bird was seen carrying a small snake to a perch on a
telephone pole.
Marsh Hawk

A little more than one-fourth (27.88%) of all hawks
seen were Marsh Hawks. These were seen during every
month of the year. A definite peak in population was not
noticeable for the late wintei' or spring months of 1945.
However, more males were seen during February than in
any other month. October was definitely the peak for females and young of the year. In 1946, April was the .peak
spring month, while October and December were peak fall
and winter months with totals of 70 and 76, respectively.
Several Marsh Hawks were seen scavenging on highway-killed pheasants and rabbits. Two instances of apparent attempts to catch pheasants were noted. The prey escaped in both instances.
[20]
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Swainson's Hawk

Almost ten per cent (9.72%) of the hawks identified
were Swainson's. Occasional birds were seen in March and
October, but the peak months were May and September,
when migrating birds were to l::e seen.
One instance of game-bird predation on the part of a
Swainson'.s Hawk was noted in May, 1945. The hawk made
repeated swoops toward something concealed in the grass.
A hen pheasant ran out along the fence toward a thicket.
The hawk pounced upon the pheasant and for a short time
remained inactive, apparently just looking about. Upon my
approach, the hawk flew up and the pheasant .scurried into
the nearby thicket, apparently not seriously injured. The
hawk circled the thicket a few times and then flew away.
Six Swainson's, two of them of the dark phase, were
seen as they swooped down into a pocket of heavy grassy
cover to bring up small objects in their talons. Heading into
a strong northwest wind, the hawks hovered while eating
the objects from their talons. Another Swainsoll'.s was seen
alternately hovering and flying, following a farmer and
tractor as corn ground was being worked up.
American Rough-legged Hawk

Putting in an appearance when the Swainson's were
leaving in the fall, the Rough-legged Hawks .stayed all winter. The first ones were seen in September, 1945 and October, 1946. April, 1945 and March, 1946 were the latest
spring months when these hawks were defiriitly identified.
November, December, and January were the months of high
population for this species in Nebraska. None were observed from May through August.
Golden Eagle

This species was noted as making up about four per
cent of the total numbers identified. December, January,
and February were the months of high populations. One
eagle was seen swooping upon a jackrabbit, both disappearing over a sandhill before the issue was settled.
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Red-tailed Hawk

Most of the 71 Red-bils s8en were in the eastern half
of the state and pro'xcbly were E['s~ern Red-tailed Hawks.
All but one were 1'e~n in or near relatively woody areas.
One bird was seen to be carrying the carcass of a Kangaroo
Rat. The bird percheJ on a branch and dropped the carcass
upon my approach.
Species and Number of Birds of Prey Observed in
Nebraska.
1945 and 1946
Species

Two Year
Total

Per Cent of
Total Number

1149
43.47
Sparrow Hawk
737
27.88
Marsh Hawk
Swainson's Hawk
257
9.72
8.28
219
American Rough-legged Hawk
Golden Eeagle
103
3.89
2.69
Red-tailed Hawk
71
Pigeon Hawk
26
0.98
26
Ferruginous Rough-leg
0.98
Cooper's Hawk
Western Turkey Vulture
Prairie Falcon
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Less than
Bald Eagle
3 per cent
Krider's Hawk
Osprey
Red-shouldered Hawk
Duck Hawk
The six species so far discussed make up practically
96 per cent of the total numbers observed. Reference to the
above table shows that each of the remaining species listed
makes up one per cent or less of the total number.
Probably all of the Pigeon Hawks recorded were Richardson's. However, it is possible that a few were Easterns
or Westerns. Most of these birds were seen in April and
May, occasional birds being seen in January, March, June,
July, and November.
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Occasional Ferruginous Rough-legs were seen in all
months except June,July, and December. A nest containing
one egg was found April 24, 1945 on the ground at the side
of a canyon. A few strips of the inner bark of Cottonwood
made up the inner nest material. A nearby dead Cottonwood
containing a mass of the remnants of previous nests h'ld
been blown down since the previous season. At another location one hawk of this species was seen eating a freshlykilled jackrabbit.
Western Turkey Vultures were seen during April, May,
July, and August.
On one occasion a Sharp-shinned Hawk darted at four
grosbeaks in the top of a Hackberry tree. They escaped by
diving into a Chokecherry thicket below.
On May 5, 1946, at a Sharp-tailed Grouse dancing
ground, a Swainson's Hawk was seen perched on a nearby
fence post. On the ground a few yards away, eating something, was another hawk identified as an immature Redshouldered. The object being eaten was a freshly-killed male
Sharptail. It was not determined which hawk made the kill.
It appears that on a year-round basis about half of all
the Hawks one might see in Nebraska would be Sparrow
Hawks, and a fourth would be Marsh Hawks. During the
summer months Swainson's would be the most common.
The American Rough-legged Hawk would be commonly
seen in late fall, winter, and early spring. Other species, including several not mentioned in the present report, could
be observed, depending upon the season and location.
-Grant, Nebraska.

WINTER BIRDS OF THE FONTENELLE FOREST

By CHARLES A. STEWART
The Fontenelle Forest is a heavily wooded belt of land,
extending along the Missouri River in Sarpy County, Nebraska, from a short distance south of the Omaha city limits to near the city limits of the town of Bellevue. The
area is divided into upland and bottom land; tracks of the
Burlington railroad follow the line of demarcation. In the
southern portion of the forest and east of the railroad
tracks is a swampy area which occupies an old channel of
the river. This area is part of a point of land called Wiley's
Point.
The upland area of the forest consists of alternate hills
and hollows. All of the hollows are heavily wooded and form
sheltered places for wintering birds. The level bottom land,
forming the flood plain of the river is also heavily wooded
in some parts; on Wiley's Point there is some farm land.
Along the banks of the river is a sandy area overgrown with
willows, which represents acretion land recently deposited
by the river. During the greater part of the winter the
Missouri river is open in its channel.
This report represents several years of bird watching
by the writer in the Fontenelle Forest prior to 1945. While
all of the birds mentioned cannot be seen in a single winter afternoon's walk, unless you are lucky, persistent observation will disclose most of them in the course of an entire winter season. The forest area is well provided with
trails, ,so a birding trip through the forest during the winter is not difficult.
In listing the wintering species in the forest, we have
given them under families. Subspecies are designated only
where they have been established as the forms inhabiting
the area.
[24]
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Anatidae

As previously stated, the Missouri River is usually
partl)r open during most of the winter, so a few of our
hardy ducks will be seen in the winter, but they are not at
all plentiful.
The American Golden-eye (Glaucionetta clangula a:;lericana) is represented by one or two individuals flying up
or down the riv.er.
The American Merganser (Mergus merganser americanus) is somewhat more plentiful in early winter but OIily
a few individuals will be seen on the river. During January
both of these ducks are likely to be absent, but by the middle
of February they will again be present in increased numbers.
Accipitriidae

Most of the summer resident hawks of the forest (and
the hawk populatiQn is heavy) winter in the'same location.
, ., The Cooper's 'Hawk (Accipiter cooperii) will be found
in· the wooded hoilows, particularly in Mill Hollow and
Handsome Holl~w. An afternoon's trip will usually show
one or two individuals.
The Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis' borealis) is
a common wintering hawk in the forest. We would judge
most of the hawks of this species seen are of the eastern
subspecies.
The Red-shouldered Hawk (Buteo lineatUS' lineatus)
is fairly plentiful in winter. It seems that the forest is at
almost the western limits of the range of this hawk.
During February, if you are lucky, you may be treated
to the sight of a Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos canadensis) flying over the bottom lands of Wiley's Point or over
the river .
.Equal in rarity is the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus). An occasional individual will sometimes be seen
flying over the river. Both of the eagles are more often
seen over the flat lands around Lake Manawa, which is
located across the river and northeast of the Forest.
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Phasianidae

The only representative of this family found in the forest is the Bob-white (Colinus virginanus). These birds are
not plentiful but usually a covey can be found by. careful
search. Ring-necked Pheasants are not found in the forest,
being partial to the cleared land immediately to the west.
Columbidae

The Western Mourning Dove (Zenaidura macroura
marginella) sometimes winters in the forest, but only one
or two individuals. In the early winter a fair number will
be seen, but most of these leave for the south by the first of
the year.
Strigidae

The Screech Owl (Otus asio) winters in small numbers in the forest, but it seems to prefer locations nearer
human habitations.
The Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus) is present
in what can be taken as considerable numbers for this species.
The Northern Barred Owl (Strix varia varia) is also
present in remarkable numl::ers.
The population of Great Horned Owls and Barred
Owls present in the forest is probably as great as in any
other area of equal size in the tsate. I have visited the
forest during the night in early spring and have
listened to the calls of these two .owls coming from all parts
of the forest. This experience gives a good impression of
the number present.
.
During the winter I have never seen the Long-eared,
the Short-eared, or Saw-whet Owls in the forest.
Picidae

Every winter quite a number of Northern Flickers
(Colaptes auratus luteus) winter in the forest.
The Western Red-bellied Woodpecker (Centurus carolinus zebra) is a common winter bird of the Fontenelle
Forest.
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Toward the west6rnend of. Mill Hollow there will usually be found from 10 to 12 Red-headed Woodpeckers
(M elanerpes erythrocephalus) wintering. During extremely cold weather these birds will not be found, as they leave
for the south before Christmas. But in normal winters
there are always some in the forest.
Distributed throughout the forest in the hollows and
on. the hills will be found as a common resident the Hairy
Woodpecker (Dryobates villosus).
Equally well distributed and in greater numbers will
be found the Northern Downy Woodpecker (Dryobates
pubes.cens medianus).
Corvidae

In all areas of the forest will be seen the Blue Jay
(Cyanocitta cristata) in considerable numbers. However, it
is evident that some of the summer population leave this
area during the winter, as the numbers become somewhat
decreased.
The American Magpie (Pica pica huds,on~a) is a fairly
constant winter visitant in the forest, but in small numbers.
They move back and forth across the river; when on the
Nebraska side they are commonly found in the willows
~long the river at Wiley's Point.
The Eastern Crow (Corvus brackyrhynchos brachyrhynchos) is very plentiful in the forest during the winter.
The number present is about 10 to 20 times greater than in
the summer. It is evident that the forest is a favorite wintering place for crows which breed further north. The
heavy crow population was of benefit to the writer on his
hirding trips as they called attention to most of the Great
Horned Owls seen. I have never seen the crows "mob" the
Barred Owl, probably because this species of owl is not
quiet during the day and is, therefore, dangerous. On cloudy
c'ays I have repeatedly seen the Barred Owl hunting at all
hours during the day.
Paridae

The Long-tailed Chickadee (Parus atricapillus septen-
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trionalis) is probably the most plentiful winter bird in the
forest. They are found in all parts, both upland and· the
flats along the river.
Some observers state that they have seen the Blackcapped Chickadee (P. a. atricapillus) in the forest. I have
not been able to verify the occurrence of this subspecies in
1he area though lam certain hybrids of the two are present.
The Tufted Titmouse (Parus bicolor) is a plentiful
bird in the forest. It is usually found in the wooded area
along the Burlington tracks or in lower portions of the
hollows, particularly Mill Hollow. This species is one of the
southern birds that has radically changed its range in recent years, and it; working northward with considerable
rapidity.
Sittidae

The White-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta oorolinsis carolinensis) is also a p!entiful bird, and seen in all parts of
the forest.
The Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis) is not
common in the forest, but a few individuals can usually be
seen during a winter. They are usually located in the more
open wooded spaces at Wiley's Point.
Certhiidae

The Brown Creeper (Certhia familiaris americana) is
found in all parts of the forest, but is more plentiful along
the railroad right-of-way or in the hollows.
Turdidae

There are always a number of Eastern Robins (Turdus
migmtorius migratorius) wintering in the forest. About
the middle of February there will be found large, unmated
Robins in flocks., which soon move northward. Because of
the wild characteristics of these birds as differentiated
from our more domesticated Robins, we beleive they are
the wild Robins of the north woods, and represent a population distinct from our house Robins.
Every winter there will be found in almost any part of
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the forest the Eastern Bluebird (Sialia s"ialis sialis) " However, they more frequently inhabit the farm land of Wiley's
Point.
Sylviidae

The Golden-crowned Kinglet (Regulus satrapa s'!tro,pa) is fairly common during the winter, usually in the uplands of the forest.
Sturnidae

Unfortunately, the imported Starling (Sturnus vulga1'is vUlgaris) is increasing in numbers in the forest; however, the numbers are greater in the winter than during the
breeding season. Large flocks are commonly seen at Wiley's
Point and along the river in winter.
Ploceidae

The English Sparrow (Passer domesticus domesticus)
is absent from the forest proper, for which we can be
thankful, but they will be found near the farm houses and
residences to the west of the forest.
Fringillidae

One of the most frequently seen birds of the winter
forest is the Eastern Cardinal (Richmondena cardinalis
cardinalis). They will usually be found along the Burlington tracks and at Wiley's Point and at the foot of Mill
Hollow. The sheltered wooded hollows make a fine wintering place for this bird and the winter population seems to
be greater than that of the warm part of the year.
The Eastern Goldfinch (Spinus tristw triHtis) will be
seen in flocks in the willows east of Mill Hollow. This bird
congregates in the forest, moving in from the more open
country for wintering purposes.
The Slate-colored Junco (Junco hymnalis hye1nalis) is
a common winter visitant in the forest and is found whereever there are open spaces.
The Montana Junco (Junco oreganus montanus) , or
what is probably a hybrid with hye1nalis, is seen occasion-
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ally. I have seen more of these at the open spaces of Wiley's
Point than anywhere else in the forest.
We would judge the Tree Sparrows that are common
along the river and the tracks to be the Eastern Tree Spar1'0\, (Spizella Clrborea ([1'borea) , though it may be possible
that the western subspecies also is present.
The Harris's Sparrow (Z,onotrichia querula) is a common winter resident of the brushy places in the forest area.
The Dakota Song Sparrow (McZospiz[( melodia juddi)
is probably the subspecies of the forest. They winter quite
plentifully among the weed;, and willows along the river.
Accidental Visitors

I have seen one Ferruginous Rough-leg perched on a
tree along the railroad track. Only occasionally will be seen
a Red-shafted Flicker. Just one White-winged Junco (Junco aikeni) was seen during the period of my observations.
Once in a while durbg the winter months one or two Purple Finches will be seen in the forest. Flying over the river
when it is open may be seen a Herring Gull, though rarely.
I h3ve never seen g Sh~rp-Jl:inned Hgwk in winter, though
they are present in the forest at other seasons. Possibly I
was not at the right place; "t the right time. The Red-poll,
Crossbills, and Lapland LongJpurs, while occasional winter
visitors around Omaha, were never seen in the Fontenelle
area, the forest habtat not Leing suited to their requirements.-New Albin, Iowa.

NOTES ON THE NESTING OF THE ACADIAN AND
ALDER FLYCATCHERS

By FRANK H. SHOEMAKER*
In his book, "Nests and Eggs of North American
Birds", published in 1898, Oliver Davie writes that Acadian
Flycatchers "penetrate the shadowy depths of the forest,
and . . . rear their young in the quietest and shadiest
places. Rarely if ever is the nest built in isolated trees,
though found frequently near the edge of woodland . . . .
The distance of the nest from the ground ranges from 3 to
20 feet; it is usually suspended in a horizontal fork at the
extremity of a low limb. In manner of attachment it resembles the nests of the Vireos, being fastened by the brim
while the bottom is unsupported. Sometimes, as when is
vines or bushes, it is suspended between two parallel
stems.
"The nest is a loose, rustic fabric, made of grasses,
catkins, weed-fibers and shreds of bark, and when just finished considerable quantit'es of grass hangs from the periphery of the nest, giving it a slovenly apearance."
It shocks me to learn from Davie's book that an
Acadian Flycatcher ever builds a disorderly and unhandsome nest. All of my observations relating to the species
have been made in an area affording quite un;form materials for nest-building-in deciduous woodland along both
sides of the Missouri River: Florence, Omaha, Council
Bluffs, Childs' Point, Bellevue, Union. I have examined
hundreds of nests, chiefly in the woodland of the area
known earlier as Childs' Point, in northeastern Sarpy County. I have never seen one in which grass was used as a drape
*Frank H. Shoemaker died in January, 1948, during the preparation of copy for this issue of THE NEBRASKA BIRD REVIEW.
His notes on nesting of Flycatchers presented here are excerpted from
notebooks which he had loaned me for my enjoyment, and it was his
desire that others of his early observations appear in future issues
of the REVIEW in this fOl'm.-Ed.
[31]
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Nest of the Acadian Flycatcher in a Boxelder tree. Childs'
Point, in northeastern Sarpy County, Nebraska. June 13, 1901.
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Fig. 2.
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Nest of the Alder Flycatcher in a willow. Cut-off lake, east of
Omaha, Nebraska: June 23, 1901.
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or ornamentation; without exception the festooning was
done with catkins which dry in various shades of brown;
and always the nests have been sightly instead of slovenly
(Fig. 1). Clearly this is a local circumstance; where catkins
are not available it would appear that grass is used as a
drape.
The Alder Flycatcher is an abundant summer resident
in eastern Nebraska; and its habitat in this region is the
most rigidly defined of any species of my acquaintance. I
have examined many hundreds of nests, and have never
found one except in willows of various flpecies.
The typical nesting site is on sandbars or islands in
the Missouri River where acres of willows have become established and form a forest-straight young shoots 10 feet
high on one bar, 20 feet high on another, according to the
number of years they have been permitted a precarious
tenure; some June a rush of water will destroy the foundationless bar or isle with its countless thousands of trees,
washing all away and casually forming other patches of
hare sand where the willows repeat their program, of which
only its insistence is endless.
These willow forests are so dense in places that it is
difficult to make way through them. Their water supply is
endless, and competition for light makes their height quite
l'niform. In these places Alder Flycatchers build their nests
in forks three to six feet from the ground (Fig. 2). Lower
foliage being shaded out, sometimes not a leaf offers concealment (Fig. 3), but of cOUJ'se the amply-leafed sapling
tops afford comfortable shade.
In the Cut-off Lake area east of Omaha I had my best
opportunities, from 1897 to 1£09, for observing the birds.
Willows were abund:;mt, but not so regimented as on sandbars; they had sufficient light to bear leaves even on low
branches, to the point where shading by ground vegetation
stopped them; and Alder Flycatchers' nests were very numerous.-Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Nest and young of Alder Flycatcher in a willow. Cut-off Lake,
east of Omaha, Nebraska. July, 1901.

N. O. U. COOPERATIVE BIRD MIGRATION AND
OCCURENCE LIST FOR FIRST HALF OF 1947

The migration and occurrence list, published here for
the twenty-third consecutive year, is annually made possible
by the concerted interest of members of the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union. Here is a record in which are crystalized the spirit of a productive tradition and the fruits of
cooperative bird watching and reporting. The observations
set (~own here are the results of research-of a long-time research project. It these observations are accurately made
find honestly reported-based on determinations that are
cautious and painstaking, free of haste and preconceived
notions-then this cooperative research effort is reliable,
and the Nebraska migration and occurrence list yearly
grows more valuable.
Only sp.ecific vernacular names are used in the list;
for observations which could include more than one subspecies, the specific name, if there is one, is given, followed
by "(subsp.)". These procedures are in keeping with established policies.
It will be noted that bird reports from ten stations
make up the migration and occurrence Hst for the January
1-June 30, 1947, period. The distribution of these ten localities furni~hes fairly good coverage of the state. There are,
however, certain areas from uhich few, if any, complete
and coordinated migration and occurrence reports are received. These blanks are in fIe Panhandle, the sandhill
lakes country, and the northeastern portion of the state.
Three or four new stations would be ('esirable; even more
desirable are (1) the permanency of all stations and (2)
more comprehensive records from all stations. Increased
field studies by the bird watchers in each locality will greatly enhance our annual list.
In an effort to facilitate and standardize migration and
occurrence reports on birds in Nebraska, a report form is
being prepared for distribution to all observers in all sta[36]
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tions. These will be furnished in duplicate so that each observer may retain one copy for his files. It is suggested that,
where more than one observer is reporting from a given station, all of those reports be compiled into a master report
for that station so your editors will receive only as many
reports as there are stations.
The practice of accrediting each observation by the use
of code letter.s in the published list is being discontinued.
In giving dates of record, names of months will be used in
preference to numerical designations.
Following are the names of those whose cooperation has
produced this migration and occurrence list. Dr. and Mrs.
R. Allyn Moser, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Perkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. William Ferguson of Omaha; Mrs. F. J. Patton and
Miss Verneil E. Griffin of Blue Springs; Miss Louisa Wil.
son, Mrs. Myron H. Swenk, Mrs. Dwight Thomas, and
Edson Fichter of Lincoln; Misses Agness and Susie Callaway of Fairbury; Mrs. A. H. Jones, Mrs. A. M. Jones, Miss
Vera Maunder, Brooking Bird Club, Mrs. F. L. Youngblooq,
Mr. W. E. Eigsti, Annette Franz, A. Adams, Garland Baker, Mrs. R. Watson, Mrs. A. M. Brooking Mrs. C. D. Ricker, and Mrs. Jesse Marian of Hastings; Harold Turner of
Bladen; Earl W. Glandon, Mrs. Rose Glandon, Miner Ambler, Myron Lambert, Alma Brown and Merwyn W. Glandon
of Stapleton; Wilson Tout, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Viehmeyer,
Robert Allen, Doris Gates, Mrs. Carl Collister, Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Middleton, and Lee Jensen of North Platte; Harold
R. Benckeser of Keith County; and Mr. and Mrs. George
Blinco of Chadron.
The list follows page 64.
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Supplementary Notes

Miss Verneil E. Griffin observed the Western Blue
Grosbeak on July 11 and the Black-billed Cuckoo on July 17
at Blue Springs. She reports seeing a Red-shouldered Hawk
at Grand Island on September 20. On the S'lme date Mrs.
Myron H. Swenk recorded the Red-breasted Nuthatch at
her home in Lincoln, where she also observed Slate-colored
Juricos on October 3. Miss Griffin reports Orange-crowned
W arbl~rs on October 1 and White-throated Sparrows on
October 18 at Grand Island. Mrs. Swenk found a Yellowbellied Sapsucker in her yard at Lincoln on October 26;
thi" is the second consecutive year this species has been
noted at this place. A brown Creeper was in the Swenk yard
on November 4. Edson Fichter flushed four Long-eared
Owls from their roost in a Mulberry tree at Hilltop, about
three miles north of Lincoln, on December 10. A robin was
heard at Hilltop on the same date.
Bird behavior and populations in Nebraska would
seem to have been considerably affected in 1947 by the unusual climatic conditions of late spring. Future analysis
and evaluation of whatever observations have been and
are herewith reported, correlated with recorded weather
conditions, may furnish some iIIuminating information.
Mrs. George Blinco writes from Chadron that "owing to
the late, heavy snows, very few birds stayed around. The
early nestlings were mostly casualties of the broken trees
and wrecked nests, and many birds usually staying here to
nest apparently were discouraged".
From Fremont, Mrs. Lily Ruegg Button sends the
following concise account of the year's bird picture in her
home vicinity:
Robins were numerous in the woods during the winter
of 1946-47; I counted 100 one morning at Christmas time
(1946). With them were 12 Bluebirds, feeding on the
ground and flying up into the trees. Robins appeared in
town during February. Waxwings were in town all winter,
staying until late in M3Y. Pine Grosbeaks were numerous
about town during the winter and remained here until May.
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Spring birds were slow in arriving in this vicinity,
possibly due to the cold weather. Olive-backed Thrushes
appeared early and stayed late in May, dnging frequently.
Migrating Sparrows-White-crowned, White-throated, Lincoln's, Clay-colored, and others-were scarce and sang little,
while migrating warblers were rare indeed. Bobolinks came
as usual but departed earlier than their accustomed time.
A pair of Blue Grosbeaks nested at their usual site in
Saunders County. Arkansas Kingbirds were numerous.
Flocks of Lark Sparrows were seen often. Yellow-headed
Blackbirds, not seen here for some years, were present in
large numbers at ponds outside of town. The Red-bellied
Woodpecker, not obsereved here until recent years, is a
common summer and winter resident now.
This fall flocks of warblers were seen as early as late
September, especially many Myrtle and Black-poll WarbJers. Golden- and Ruby-crowned Kinglets and Pine Siskins
came early this autumn, and a House Wren lingered in the
yard until early in November.
Birds, on the whole, did not seem as numerous as usual,
and the singing season was markedly short.

GENERAL NOTES
The Whooping Crane Investigation.-Following the ob-·
servation in April of eight Whooping Cranes in migration
through Nebraska, Robert P. Allen, in charge of the current
investigation for the National Audubon Society and the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, moved north into
the prairie provinces of midwestern Canada. Dr. Lawrence
H. Walkinshaw, of Battle Creek, Michigan, who has made
an intensive study of the Sandhill Crane, spent two weeks
in central Saskatchewan assisting in the search.
A large area in Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Mackenzie
was searched by plane and car as well as on foot, but no
nesting sites were discovered. Authentic reports of at
least 12 cranes sighted in the region reached Mr. Allen,
and new records were picked up as far north as Great Slave
Lake. With Robert H. Smith, Flyway Biologist, U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, who has assisted for 3 succe<;sive
summers and has personally flown all possible Whooping
Crane nesting grounds south of Great Slave Lake, Mr.
Allen flew a sfar north as the Mackenzie River.
It is his belief that the Whooping Cranes that remain
are a far nortkrn unit of the population that have survived
because their breeding grounds are in a remote area where
no Indians or white men live in spring or summer. The
Indian population, though small, constitutes a real problem
so far as wildlife is concerned.
There are vast waterfowl nesting grounds on the Arctic Coast from Mackenzie Delta east beyond Anderson River. Many of our prairie species nest there, and it is thought
likely that the Whooping Cranes may be among them. A
general waterfowl survey of that portion of the Arctic
Coast is proposed for next summer, when it is hoped the
"lost" nesting grounds may be found.-MRS. CARL N.
COLLISTER, North Platte, Nebraska.
[40]
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The Long-crested Jay in Lincoln County.-A small
flock of Long-crested Jays was first seen on the Loules
farm near the east boundary of Lincoln County the last
week of November, 1946. During this time I had the opportunity of observing these beautiful birds at very close
range, and on several different occasions. In general appearance, they present a striking study of blended blues.
They were first noticed flying through the orchard and
at the feeder, where there was a supply of bread crumbs
and cereal. One would approach cautiously from the underbrush, then fly to the thick foliage of the cedars opposite
the point of their approach, and then to the feeder, soon
to be joined by a companion. Amid shrieks and calls they
would drive away the Juncos, Chickadees, Flickers, or
Northern Jays that might be feeding at the tray. Here they
would eat their fill, sometimes carrying a morsel away to
peck at in a tree. Once I saw one carry a half slice of dried
bread from the tray to a tree at some distance. They ate
all manner of scraps, seeds, corn, cereal, and bread crumbs.
Sometimes they ate singly, other times there would be
three at the tray at once. I counted seven in this flock.
Two were discovered drowned in the open water tank,
maintained for the cattle.
There is a thick grove of shelterbelt trees in the
vicinity. When not near the farmstead, the birds were
commonly seen about this shelterbelt. They remained about
the place until the first week of May, 1947.
The Long-crested Jay is a handsome, noisy bird which
makes an interesting addition to Lincoln County's bird
list.-MRS. ARCHIE D. MIDDLETON, Brady, Nebraska.
Notes from Logan County.-Early in January, 1947,
Mr. Joe Lutes reported that a Mockingbird had been present
in the orchard at his place in the western part of Stapleton. On January 12 the orchard was visited by Mr. Glandon,
who identified the bird as a Western Mockingbird. It remained in the neighborhood until about the 10th of May,
when it disappeared. It was first heard singing on March
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7th. This is the first record of a Mockingbird wintering
here.
A heavily wooded, swampy tract along the South Loup
Hiver two and one-half miles west of Stapleton was visited
on May 11, 1947, by Mr. and Mrs. Glandon. Many Grinnell's
Water-thrushes were observed among the roots of fallen
trees in the swamp. This was considered remarkable since
previously not more than one or two individuals of this
species had been observed in one migration season.
While birding along the South Loup River near Stapleton on May 4, 1947, Mr. Glandon discovered an unidentified sparrow. It was studied at close range for some time
,~nd identified as a Western Henslow's Sparrow, a new
species for the local list. Near the sam3 location on the
same date a Red-eyed Towhee was observed. This was the
second record fot" this species in the Stapleton area.
On .July 22, 23, and 24, 1947, a Carolin~. Wren, isited
the Glandon yard. The only other recorded observation for
the Carolina Wren in this area wa.'3 made on April 22. 1945,
by Benckeser and Glandon.-MR. and MRS. EARL W.
GLANDON, Stapleton, Nebraska.
Notes from Lexington and Vicinity, Dawson County,
19'17.

Mallard. Two pairs seen on January 24. A few breed
on the Platte Hiver here, but were apparently absent following the flood in May.
American Golden-eye. First one seen in canal near
inlet of Johnson Lake on January 19, a male which was
observed for about 10 minutes.
Ring-necked Duck. Seen on April 20 in a sandpit in
company with Lesser Scaups.
Canvas-back. At a sandpit with Lesser Scaups on April
25.
Prairie Chicken. The flock north of town which numbered 32 during the hunting season last year has increased
to 43 this fall.
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Mourning Dove. Last noted on October 21.
Eastern Kingbird. May 2-September :1, (first and last
dates noted)
Arkansas Kingbird. May 2-September 7.
Baltimore Oriole. May 5-September 5.
Lincoln's Sparrow. April 25.
Vesper Sparrow. April 25.
Montana Junco. First noted this fall on October 22.
Cardinal. One pair in town during January cold. A
few pairs resident on the Platte.
Black-headed Grosbeak. May 8.
Western Blue Grosbeak. May 26. A pair began their
usual nest in the syringa bush back of the house. Brown
Thrashers disputed possession and both pairs of birds left.
l\fourning Doves raised a brood on the foundation of the
Grosbeak nest.
Cliff Swallow. A colony was found under the Lexington bridge. Boys knocked down over half of the nests.
Black-poll Warbler. May 24. Migration group.
Bay-breasted Warbler. May 24, with the Black-polls.
Prairie Marsh Wren. April 30, along the Platte.
Brown Creeper. First seen this fall, November 14.
Golden-crowned Kinglet. A pair in the vicinity last
winter. First noted this fall, November 4.
Eastern Robin. First seen January 24 feeding on Russian Olives which are naturalized on the Platte flood plain.
First migrants seen on February 13. Last noted 0,1 Octob2r
2. An albino attracted much attention for a few weeks in
April on the Courthouse lawn.-CAROL KINCH, Lexington, N ebraskn.
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Occurrence Records of Hawks and Owls in the Bladen
(Webster County) Area.-

Cooper's Hawk. March 18, April 18, April 27, September 5, October 21, November 1.
Sharp-shinned Hawk. January 4, January 14.
Red-tailed Hawk. April 16; also seen on numerous
occasions during the summer and fall.
Swainson's Hawk. Noted fairly regularly in spring and
summer, but not as many as usual this fall.
Marsh Hawk. This species has been very common here
this year, and is fairly numerous this fall.
Prairie Falcon. 1946: December 1, December 29. 1947:
January 20, January 30, February 1, February 13, March
16, October 25, November 8.
Pigeon Hawk. January 24, February 25.
Sparrow Hawk. Not overly numerous this sea.son but
about normal numbers during migration this fall.
American Rough-legged Hawk. January 1, January 20,
January 24, January 31 (2 birds, black phase), February
12.
Ferruginous Rough -leg. January 17, January 30 (2
birds), February 21, 22, and 23, March 15, March 27.
Goshawk. One seen December 25, 1946 as we were
hunting rabbits north of Bladen.
Golden Eagle. 1946: December 12. 1947: January 15,
January 25, February 20, February 26 (2 birds), March 15
(2 birds), March 16, March 22. It is presumed these were
the same birds seen singly and as a pair during the period
encompassing the dates given.
Great Horned Owl. This species can be seen almost
every time we walk along any of our wooded creeks in this
vicinity. Sand Creek, near Holstein in Adams County, and
the Little Blue River near Bladen are typical.
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Short-eared Owl. January 30.-HAROLD TURNER,
Bladen, Nebraska.
Some 1947 Nebraska Bird Records by Counties.-

Adams County. March 23: Say's Phoebe near Roseland; a Sharp-shinned Hawk, White-throated, Harris's and
Tree Sparrows, and Slate-colored Junco near Pauline;
Brewer's Blackbird near Ayr; several flocks of S'1ndhill
Cranes, Snow Geese, Blue Geese, and about 20 whit8-fronted Geese near Hayland.
Brown County. May 1: Swainson's Hawks near Johnstown. May 4: Found the first young Horned Larks awing
at Ainsworth Air Base; also Fox Sparrow (gray phase),
Lincoln's, Song, White-cl:"owned, Vesper, and Lark Sparrows at same locality. May 5: Several pairs of Say's Phoebes around building at Ainsworth Air Base. Toward evening of this day a pair of Upland Plovers flew over and,
while watching them, saw a lone Whistling Swan fly over
going north and probably heading for the Niobrara River.
May 6: At Ainsworth Air Base we saw Upland Plover, Harris's, White-throated, Clay-colored, Song, and Savannah
Sparrows, and the Brown Thrasher. May 25: Rough-winged Swallows were seen near Long Pine.
Buffalo County. April 20: A large concentration of
Sandhill Cranes near Elm Creek.
Cherry County. May 4: Small flock of Sharp-tailed
Grouse near Red Deer Lake; several species of ducks also
seen in the lake country but did not seem numerous.
Clay County. March 23: Snow Geese (3,000 plus),
Blue Geese (200 plus), Pintail (3500 plus), Mallard (200)
near Fairfield; Pintail (5,000 plus), Mallard (500), Greenwinged Teal (20), Baldpate (100), Gadwall (10) north of
Edgar.
Custer County. April 4: Several small flocks of Sharptailed Grouse seen north of Sargent.
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Fillmo~'e County. March 23: Snow Geese (600), Blue
Geese (25), Pinbil (1000 plus) on a slough near Shickley;
Song Sparrows found along margin of same slough; three
. Rough-legged and two Red-tailed Hawk; near Shickley.

Franklin County. March 22: Two Ravens (probably
White-necked) neal' Naponee; several Magpies, Pintails
(5000 plus), Mallards (300), Baldpates (20), Green-winged Teal (8), and Canada Geese (40) near Campbell.
Garfield County. May 25: Upland Plover, a single
Long-billed Dowitcher, several Swainson's Hawks, and
Sharp-tailed Grouse north of Burwell. Nearly in the City
limits of Burwell I stopped to pick up and examine a freshlv-killed Sharp-tailed Grouse, a highway casualty. Several
Blue Grosbeaks and Quail .seen near Burwell. Say's Phoebe
was noticed in the Burwell area.
Hall County. March 10: Robins (500 ph~s) fe~ding::m
fruit of Hackberry trees, Grand Island. March 15: (500
plus) Starlings seen near Wood River.
Harlan County. March 22: Two Ravens neal' Alma.
Holt County. April 23: Several Swaimon's Hawks seen
ne<i.r Atkinson. May 17: Upland Plover near Inman. May
25: Quail near Stuart; Red-shafted Flicker near Atkinson;
Upland Plover, Bobolinks, and Blue Grosbeaks near Swan
Lake, Forster's Tern at Swan Lake; Rock Wren found in
a high sand bank south of Atkinson.
Kearney County. March 16: 30 Canada Geese and 7
Redheads seen neal' Axtell. March 23: 1 Red-tailed Hawk
and 2 Rough-legged Hawks near Norman; 1 Cooper's Hawk
near Lowell.
Keyapaha County. May 4: Upland .Plover near Norden;
,,:mall flock of Prairie Chickens near Springview; several
coveys of Quail near Meadville.
Loup County. April 4: 1 flock of Prairie Chickens seen
north of Taylor. April 20: 1 Swainson's Hawk north of Tay-
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lor; also a flock of Sharp-tailed Grouse and numerous Magpies. May 25: East of Taylor we found Bobolinks and
Dickcissels; Quail seen north of Taylor.
Phelps County. March 12: Eastern Meadowlark"andl
Pigeon Hawk, Atlanta. March 14: Small flock of Brewer's
Blackbirds, Atlanta. March 15-16: 1 Raven seen each day
near Atlanta. March 16: Small flock of Chestnut-collared
Longspur,s seen near Atlanta. March 18: 1 Raven seen near
Atlanta; also several flocks of Sandhill Cranes, 500 Pintails and 25 Canada Geese. March 20: Sandhill Cranes,
Canada Geese, Pintails (10,000 plus), and Brewer's Blackbirds. March 21: Several flocks of Cranes. March 22:
Ravens in same locality as above; Cardinal along Turkey
Creek south of Holdrege. March, 24-25: Sandhill Cranes,
Atlanta. March 26: Sanc'hill Cranes and a Herring Gull, Atlanta. March 27-28 : Sandhill Cranes, Atlanta. Mal'ch 29:
Sandhill Cranes and 25 White-fronted Geese, Atlanta.
March 31: S~ndhill Cranes, Atlanta. April 1: Sandhill
Cranes and a heavy flight of Say's Pheobes. April 2: 2 Ravens, Atlanta. April 4: 1 Prairie Falcon.
Pierce County. May 10: Upland Plover near Plainview. May 12: Say's Phoebe and Bobolinks near Plainview.
Polk County. March 10: A flock of 2,000 Starlings
near Silver Creek. March 15: A covey of Bobwhites seen
near Silver Creek.
Rock County. May 17': Quail near Newport. May 25:
North of Taylor (but in Rock County) we saw small numtel's of Pr~irie Chickens several times, and just south of
Basset we saw Upland Plovers, several Burrowing Owls,
and 2 Short-eared Owls; Quail also seen south of Bassett.
, Webster County. March 22: Eastern Phoebe near Bladen.
Several Counties. May 25: Wilson Phaiarop2J were
not uncommon and we saw several pairs in Garfield, Rock,
and Holt Counties. May 29 : Numerous Upland Plovers seen
near Bassett in Rock County, Stuart in Holt County, and
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Plainview in Pierce County. The Bobolink was seen on this
date east of Laurel, but in Dixon County. Jun.e 7: The Blue
Grosbeak was seen near Long Pine, Brown County: Upland Plover near Orchard, Antelope County; A sharp-shinned Hawk near Royal. Antelope County; and Bobolink near
Plainview, Pierce County. June 28: On this day we saw
occasional Prairie Chickens and Sharp-tailed Grouse in
Custer, Blaine, and Brown Counties, and found the Blue
Grosbeak in a most forlorn little ravine near Brewster,
Blaine County. April and May: We many times saw several
Lesser Scaup Ducks on a large pond near Newport, Rock
County, and as both sezes were present we have no doubt
that we were seeing breeding birds; summer birds have
been seen in Cherry County and I have found their nests
in Garden County, so I think this Rock County record can
be safely added to the list of county breeding records.
Many other .species were seen, but arc not listed as
they are well distributed over the state, or are common in
their range. I like to catch them out of range, viz, the Blackheaded Grosbeaks nesting at Yankton, South Dakota. I
also find Blue Grosbeaks nesting on the family farm here
near Sioux City nearly every year. Had a Carolina Wren
here in yard during the week of August 25. This is my third
record for that species in this vicinity in about 20 years.WILLIAM YOUNGWORTH, Sioux City. Iowa.
Occurrence Notes from Keith County.-The Long-crested Jay was seen April 28 along the South Platte River in
some willow trees. The bird's long crest and the black and
dark blue colors and Jay habits made identification positive.
Five Marbled Godwits were observed on May 10n a
sandbar along the South Platte River, in company with a
Western Willet. My daughter and I were able to approach
within 50 feet of them. After studying them and hearing
their voice several times we flushed them and noticed they
were very rapid in flight.
The Rough-winged Swallow was very common in migration.
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Several hundred Northern Cliff Swallows nested south
and east of Lewellen in Garden and Keith Counties.
The Upland Plover is q'uite common at the west end of
Lake W. C. McConaughy.-HAROLD R. BENCKESER,
Brule, Nebraska.
Nesting of the White-necked Raven in Kearney County.
-Reports of White-necked Ravens came to me sometime
in March, at which time a nest had not bee:l found. On
April 13, 1947, a nest was located 3 miles south of Axtell,
Kearney County, Nebraska, and reported. (This species
has been recorded in that area for sevend years.) When on
April 18, I first saw the nest, which was in a Black Locust
tree, it contained 5 eggs. I was too busy to return until
April 24, when all eggs were hatched. I wanted to take
motion pictures of this nesting record but did not again
visit the site until April 27; all of the birds were gone. I
returned to Kearney to find that Walt May's son had them
as pets.-EDDIE BROWN, Kearney, Nebraska.
Scattered Notes.-On June 9, 1947 a pair of Holboell's
Grebes was seen on a small lake about two miles east of
Bingham, Sheridan County. They were watched for several
minutes through both 6x binoculars and a 20x telescope.
An American Egret was seen standing in shallow water at the Loup City Recreation Grounds in Sherman County on July 23; this bird was also watched for some time
through the 6x and 20x glasses.
The first Lark Buntings noted in 1947 were seen just
\vest of North Starr in Nance County on May 13. Other
flocks of this species were seen in Greeley County on May
13 and 14.
While driving east on State Highway 57 in Custer
County at 6 :30 p.m. on May 30, a Crow was seen feeding
on some object at the side of the road within a rather deep
highway cut. Investigation showed the object to be a dead
Barn Owl, which was presumably a' highway casualty. In
the steep bank on the north side of the cut a nest cavity was
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found, about 12 feet above the road bed. The level floor of
the cavity was covered with loosely matted mammal hair
and small bones, apparently from regurgitated pellets of
the owls; seven eggs were in the nest cavity; one egg, the
contents of which had been eaten, was in the road gutter
under the nest site. The eggs in the nest were cold.
On May 31 a Barn Owl was flushed from a small grove
of boxelder trees in the hilly country between O/'d and
Arcadia in Valley County. The Owl flew about 150 yards to
a hole in the steep side of a road cut and about ten feet
above the roadbed. Examination showed this hole to be
another nest cavity, similar to that described above. In
addition to the floor covering of disorganized pellet material, was the flattened, dessicated carcass of a Barn Owl,
on which were four warm eggs. On June 10 a Barn Owl
was on this nest. Further observations at this site were
not made.-EDSON FICHTER, Lincoln, Nebraska.
List of Birds Observed in the National Forest Nursery
Area, Near Halsey, Thomas County, Summer, 1947.-Eastern Screech Owl, Great Horned Owl, Eastern Nighthawk,
Eastern Belted Kingfisher, Northern Flicker, Red-shafted
Flicker, Northern Downy Woodpecker, Eastern Kingbird,
Arkansas Kingbird, Eastern Phoebe, Say's Phoebe. Prairie
Horned Lark, Barn Swallow, Bank Swallow, Northern
Blue Jay, Magpie, Crow, Long-tailed Chickadee, Western
House Wren, Catbird, Brown Thrasher, Eastern Robin,
Western Robin, Eastern Bluebird, Wood Thrush, Loggerhead Shrike, Starling, Bell's Vireo, Red-eyed Vireo, Black
and White Warbler, Tennessee Warbler (?), Yellow Warbler, Northern Yellow-throat, Redstart, Long-tailed Chat,
Eastern Meadowlark, Western Meadowlark, Eastern Redwing, Baltimore Oriole, Cowbird, Scarlet Tanager, Cardinal, Rocky' Mountain Grosbeak, Western Blue Grosbeak,
Northern Pine Siskin, Eastern Goldfinch. Bendire'.s Crossbill, Red-eyed Towhee, Arctic Towhee, Western Grasshopper Sparrow, Eastern Lark Sparrow, Eastern Chipping
Sparrow, Field Sparrow, Lincoln Sparrow, and Swamp
Sparrow.
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The Chickadees, Chats, Lark Sparrows, and Chipping
Sparrows were not as numerous as last year. House Wrens
were much more abundant than last year, with every avail6 ble nest .site seeming to be in use this year. Only one Wood
Thrush was present, but it apparently had no mate and
left early in the summer.-CARL E. SMITH, U. S. Forest
Service, Halsey, Nebraska.
A Note on Nuthatche. at Evergreen, Colorado.-Since
1920 I have kept summer records of birds in vicinity of
Evergreen, Colorado in Bear Creek Canyon in the Rockies.
In all these years our yard has had numerous Rocky Mountain Nuthatches and the Pygmy Nuthatches. This summer
from July 2 through September 23 a very few Pygmys
were seen or heard and no Rocky Mountain Nuthatches,
which the Red-breasted Nuthatch, which I had heretofore
never observed in our yard,· was present in nnmbe'l'scMRS. A. H. JONES, Hastings, Nebraska.
Notes from Hall County.-On the evening of September 18; 1947, I visited Stolley State Park. As I got out of
the caT I heard what sounded like the barking of small
dogs. I soon discovered the sounds were coming from the
tree tops and being made by Black-crowned Night Herons.
They seemed quite disturbed, flying and circling and coming back to alight in the trees again. I counted around 50;
it was difficult to be sure of an exact count. Finally they
all took off and flew south, out of sight. About ten minutes
later a single bird returned and alighted in a tree. After
another 5 minutes or so the entire flock came back, settling
in the trees. I was careful not to disturb them again.
Purple Finches were seen on November 9 in the woods
along Wood River. I saw no adult males; there were about
6 or 8 females and immatures.
Both Kinglets are common to this locality but it seems
there have been many more of the Ruby-crowned this fall
than usual.-MRS. ETHEL HOUSER, Grand Island, Nebraska.
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Autumn Birds in the Pine Ridge, Sioux County.-In

company with Mrs. Fichter and Mr. and Mrs. David Damon
of Lincoln, I spent the week of September 29 to October 5
in the Monroe Canyon area of the Pine Ridge about eight
miles north of Harrison, Sioux County. The Pine Ridge is
a relatively narrow but strikingly beautiful strip of rough
Nebraska country which has attracted the attention of naturalists in the state for many yean!. This high escarpment
with its magnificent buttes and canyons, clad with yellow
pines on the steep slopes, constitutes, along with the Wildcat Hills of Scottsbluff and Garden Counties. the little toes
of the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and furnishes both
winter and summer habitat for many species of birds not
regularly found elsewhere in Nebraska.
Thirty-six kinds of birds were seen in the Monroe
Canyon area during our stay there this autumn. Typical
were the Pinyon Jays, the Mountain Bluebirds, the Pine
Siskins, the Townsend's Solitaires. Perhaps no sound more
thoroughly expresses the wildne~s of this remote canyon
country that the cries of Pinyon Jays. We heard them often.
Small troops of Bluebirds were .seen late in the afternoons
as they moved quietly across the ridges, sitting for long
intervals in the tops of the yellow pine trees. Here was
the usual compliment of Blue Jays, Crows, and Magpies,
Flickers, Hairy Woodpeckers, Chickadees and White-brea.sted Nuthatches. A single Red-breasted Nuthatch was found.
Red-tailed Hawks, Marsh Hawks, and one Prairie Falcon
were seen. On the plains above and below the escarpment
were Horned Larks and Western Meadowlarks. A Kingfisher still fished the water.s of Monroe Creek where the
clear, little stream emerges from the hills. Horned Owls
were heard in the still, frosty nights.
One afternoon we heard a sound that speaks of April
in the Great Bend of the Platte, and looking up we saw
Sandhill Cranes, about 85 of them, high and going south.
We found Slate-colored, Montana, and Pink-sided Juncos along the mantle rock and among the pines on the higher
slopes.
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Robins and Brown Thrashers, Northern Pileolated
Warblers, White-crowned Sparrows, Arctic Towhees, Western Kingbirds, and Rock Wrens were still in the sheltering
canyons. Hurrying homeward one evening after sundown,
I came upon a Wood Thrush, silent and furtive in the gloom
of a wooded canyon floor.-EDSON FICHTER, Lincoln,
Nebr-aska.
A Flight of Hawks Seen in Thomas County.-Mr. Kenneth Anderson reports seeing a flight of hawks on October
2 which lasted from 1 :30 p.m. to 3 :00 p.m. He counted over
100 birds two different times and thinks the flight contained nearly 2,000 hawks. He was one-half mile west of Halsey and most of the Hawks were going c~ue south; a few of
the last ones turned east and left in a southeasterly direction.-CARL E. SMITH, U. S. Forest Service, Halsey, Nebmska.
Woodcock at Omaha, Douglas County.-On the morning of November 2, while walking through a wooded grove
near my home I flushed twice from almost under my feet
an American Woodcock. This is the first time I have ever
seen this rare bird, but once discovered, it is unmistakable.
-WADE VOGEL, Omaha, Nebraska.
Evening Grosbeaks at North Platte, Lincoln County.A flock of Evening Grosbeaks visited my yard the morning
of November 17. They apparently were feeding on Russian
Olive berries, both in the trees and on the ground beneath.
I counted 20 of the handsome birds in this flock. Mr. Wilson Tout tells me that they are seen here occasionally
through the winter months, sometimes staying in the vicinity for several weeks.
The Evening Grosbeaks were again in the yard the
rainy morning of November 20, when they were observed
for about an hour as they breakfasted on the olives and
afterwards sat in the trees preening their feathers. It
seemed to me that back and under parts were very dusky,
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with only a slight, yellowish tinge; which might indicate
that they belonged to the western subspecies or were intermediate between the eastern and western.-MRS. CARL N.
COLLISTER, North Platte, Nebraska.
Evening Grosbeak at Stapleton, Logan COi.:nty.-On the
morning of December 6, 1947, Dr. E. F. Carr and Mrs.
Carr observed a male Evening Grosbeak feeding on the
berries of Russian Olive trees at their home in Stapleton.
This species is rare in this area.-MR. and MRS. EARL W.
GLANDON, Stapleton, Nebraska.

NEBRASKA BIRD CLUB NEWS

By ADRIAN C. FOX*
Nebraska Bird Club News is a new department in THE
NEBRASKA BIRD REVIEW. It will appear in the No.2
issue of each succeeding volume. The principal aim of this
department will be to keep readers infOlmed of the activities of the organized bird clubs in Nebraska; other objective.s may present themselves.
It is undoubtedly true that when two or more nature
lovers formally organize into a bird club it is because they
hope to benefit mutually from the associations. In addition,
they may wish to attain certain objectives which could not
be realized individually.
Some bird clubs are formed so that members may enjoy the benefits of associating with friends having similar
interests. Others wish to exchange notes and observations
on birds. And many direct their activities in regular meetings toward educatioial and recreational objectives, with an
occasional informal birding trip. Many bird clubs take part
in nesting studies and bird counts, or actively engage in
the support of conservation measures. Some even take On
the job of developing small wildlife habitat areas. All of
*Mr. Adrian C. Fox, who has kindly consented to help
with the editing of the Bird Club department, is Head of
the Educational Relations Section, Division of Informat;on
and Education, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, Lincoln,
Nebraska. He works principally with educational administrators, teachers, and conservationists in introducing and
promoting conservation education in the public schOOlS.
Trained in biology, he spent his first 7 years with the S.C.S.
in the Dakotas. While at Park River, North Dakota, he
banded over 7000 birds. Wildlife photography is numbered
among his hobbies. Mr. Fox came to Lincoln in June. 1942.
He served in the Naval Reserve for 33 months during World
War n.-Ed.
[55]
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these activities are worthy; additional possibilities for activities are unlimited.
It shall be the policy of this department to record the
activities of Nebraska bird clubs so that each club may be
informed currently of what the other is doing. It is hoped
that this exchange of ideas may assist bird clubs in succes.sfully attaining their objectives. Each Nebraska bird club
is urged to keep the editor of this department informed of
its activities, reporting everything that might be of interest to other clubs.
Dp to now we have received notes from only four bird
clubs. There must be other bird clubs in Nebraska. If there
are, we would like to hear from them.
Brooking Bird Club, Hastings

W. E. Eigsti, President; Mrs. Frank Shields, VicePesident; Miss Vera Maunder, Secy-Treasurer.
Katherine S. Brooking reported on the Brooking Bird
Club by sending us a letter on club activities, accompanied
by several very attractive programs that announced meetings held in 1946-47, and those planned for 1947-48.
Some of the highlights selected from these programs
include biographical sketches and reviews of articles by
noted ornithologists, motion pictures, report on the 1946
meeting of the Wilson Ornithological Club at Omaha, picnics at Heartwell Park, field trips, and talks by club members and guest speakers.
The club takes part each year in the Christmas Bird
Count and the Annual Field Day in May. Reports on these
have been referred to in previous issues of THE NEBRASKA BIRD REVIEW. Active participation by bird clubs
in ,such activities provides a source of information on local
birds. Such data, recorded by the club historian or appearing in the REVIEW, may some day become invaluable.
The Brooking Bird Club has the earmarks of a successful organization. Weare informed that their 40 or more
members who are also Active Members of the N. O. D.,
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hold regular meetings each month. This is indicative of a
successful club.
The club has subscribed to the Audubon Magazine for
many years, and has built up a fine reference library available to members. A library of 120 colored lantern slides
has been accumulated and is frequently used for educational
programs.
We shall look forward to learning more about the activities of this progressive club.
Inez Houghton Audubon Society, Chadron

Mrs. Clive Short, Secretary of the Inez Houghton Audubon Society, reports increased club activitie, following
a rather slow start early in the year. The cold, wet spring
prevented the field trips usually enjoyed by club members.
This is unfortunate, as bird migrations seemed to be as
unusual as the weather. Field trips under such conditions
might have resulted in some interestinl\" observatioll'3 worthy of record.
The Spring flight of Snow Geese, according to Mrs.
Short, was an "awe inspiring sight that I shall never forget" .

Members of the Inez Houghton Audubon Society are
fortunate to be living in an ornithologically interestin ~
section of Nebraska.
North Platte Bird Club, North Platte

Mrs. Glen Viehmeyer, President; Miss Carmen Heller,
Vice-President; Arthur McCabe, Secretary-Treasurer.
The North Platte Bird Club, organized April 7, 1934,
is still actively supported by five of the original Charter
Members: Wilson Tout, Miss Rebecca Tout, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hollman, and Mrs. Carl Collister. The only requirement for membership in the club is an interest in birds.
The club's unique method of taking roll call, by having each
member reply with a report on field observations or the
review of a current article on birds, should stimulate interest and keep everyone alert.
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The outstanding incident of interest to club members
during the past year was a 5-week visit by Robert P. Alle:l,
who is in charge of the Whooping Crane investigation for
the National Audubon Society and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Allen met with the club three times and conducted a field trip during his stay.
The North PlaUt Bird Club, you will recall, was the
host organiz.ation to the Forty-sixth Annual Meeting of the
Nebraska Ornithologists' Union, May 23 and 24, 1947. And
of course we must not forget the Forty-third Annual Field
Day of the N. O. U. which was held in the North Platte
vicinity on May 24. The three field parties that went birding on that day were led by North Platte Bird Club membel's: Wilson Tout, Carl Hollman, and Glen Viehmeyer.
University Place Bird Club, Lincoln

Mrs. Alice Hupp, President; Mrs. Anna Stone, VicePresident; Harriet Frahm, Secretary-Treasurer.
The University Place Bird Club is the only organization of its kind in Lincoln since the Lincoln Bird Club became inactive some years ago. A few members of the disbanded organization are now associated with the University
Place Bird Club, bringing total membership to 18.
The activities of the club begin in September each
year, with monthly meeting through the winter months
and into June. Occasionally, additional meetings are held to
accomodate guest speakers or to provide for other activities.
Mrs. Ethol Bishop, chairman of the program committee for 1946-47, helped plan the activities for the year,
which included bird imitations by Miss Gouldsby, and a
paper on "When and Why do Birds Migrate", by Mrs.
Myron Swenk, a guest speaker.
Club members selected a date for their 1946 Christmas
Bird Census but had to give it up when the balmy weather
gave way to snow, wind, and sub-zero temperatures in late
December. At the time of this writing, plans are being made
for a 1947 Christmas Bird Census of an area on Stevens
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Creek near University Place. Mrs. Dwight Thomas and
several other members of the club speak very highly of the
area. Watch for their census list in the next issue of the
REVIEW.
The University Place Bird Club held its annual field
day on May 24, 1947. The ten members taking part in the
bird count reported a combined list of 80 birds seen. This
list was published in the January-June 1947 NEBRASKA
BIRD REVIEW.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A signal honor has come to the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union, to the state of Nebraska, and to the entire
midwestern region. The American Ornithologists' Union
at its 1947 annual meeting held in Toronto, Ontario, last
September, elected to hold its 1948 meeting in Omaha.
The dates will be October 11-15 and headquarters will be at
the Joslyn Memorial. This will be the Sixty-sixth stated
meeting and the first ever held between Chicago and Denver. The N. O. U. will be the host organization and it is
hoped that all members and other bird students in the N ebraska region will give full support to the Committee on
Arrangements. The success of this meeting, the most important, ornithologically, of any assemblage ever held in
the Missouri Valley, will depend on local attendance and
financial aid.
The Local Committee on Arrangements appointed l'y
A. O. U. President, Hoyes Lloyd, Ottawa, Canada, are as
follows: Charles C. Ayres, Jr., Ottumwa, Iowa; David Damon, Lincoln, Nebraska; William H. Ferguson, Omaha,
Nebraska; Adrian C. Fox, Lincoln, Nebraska; Harold Gifford. Omaha, Nebraska; Earl W. Glandon, Stapleton, Nebraska; Fred W. Haecker, Kemmerer, Wyoming; Mrs.
Bertha C. Minardi, Mrs. Jane M. Moser, R. Allyn Moser,
Mrs. Mary L. Perkins and Sigsby S. Sears of Omaha, Nebraska; Bruce F. Stiles, Des Moines, Iowa; Mrs. Jane B.
Swenk, Lincoln, Nebraska, and Wilson Tout, North Platte,
Nebraska.
All correspondence and inquiries should be addressed
to the Secretary of this Committee, Mrs. Jane M. Moser,
R. F. D. No.1, Benson Station, Omaha 4, Nebraska.
The 1948 meeting and field day of the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union will be held on May 14-15 at Sioux City,
Iowa, in response to an invitation extended by the Iowa
Ornithologists' Union to convene with them as their guests.
[60]
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In THE NEBRASKA BIRD REVIEW for JanuaryJune, 1947, Vol. 15, No.1, p. 35, it was reported that food
packages had been sent to two German ornithologists by
the organization:,CARE, as a result of the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union's contribution. One of the two food packages was sent to Prof. Dr. Alfred Laubmann. Dr. Laubnann's letter of thanks is printed here in full, as translated by Miss Margaret Dolezal, Instructor in German, Department of Modern Languages, University of Nebraska.
(13b) Munchen 9
Sept. 18, 1947
Karolingerstrasse 18/2
Highly esteemed Nebraska Ornithologists' Union:
Dear Colleagues and Friends:
That was a great surprise for all of us, when the post
office delivered to us the message that a CARE package
. from the Nebraska Ornithologists' Union had arrived. Overjoyed we called for the package at the proper authorities,
and you all should have been present, when we, my wife, J
and wY still unmarried daughter, who is still living with
us, opened the package. It was truly as if it were Christm~s,
and tea:t;i~ almost came to our eyes, upon seeing all the wonderful things which we found and with which we truly are
no longer acquainted.
May you all be convinced that you have rendered a real
kindness, that you have alleviated need in the truest sense
of the word, and that you have made a little child very happy with the sweets which were among the things we look
upon as unbelievable.
In spirit across the ocean I clasp your hand and convey
to you from the bottom of my heart my sincer('~t thanks
and the thanks of my entire family. My wife, my two daughters, my son-in-law and our small grandchild unite with me
[61]
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in this offering of thanks. We still can not believe that,
after all the horrors we have been through, there still are
people who are willing to do such kindnesses. But on the
other hand this fact gives us again courage to believe yet in
humanity and to believe in a more beautiful future.
Unusually dear to me is the fact that these presents
came to us from professional colleagues, from people who as
I are inspired by our beloved science, by the study of birdlife, hence by an activity which will and must bring us together again despite all that separates us.
You may all be convinced that you have truly rendered
us a kindness. The need in which we have been living already for a long time is truly very terrible and is constantly becoming greater due to the horrible consequences which
drouth and heat, unknown here for more than 100 years,
has occasioned. If and how we will survive this winbr and
with it the severe results of this cabstrophe. only the gods
know. But that you all have brought llS one big step forward with your present, therein you may rejoice with us.
It was just like Christmas, when we as children stood
beneath the Christmas tree and opened Christmas packages.
Just that way did we adults again feel when we stood in
front of your consignment and took out one box after the
other. Tears came to our eyes because of the good fortune
of seeing all these wonderful things and also because of
the good fortune that there .still are such dear people who
wish to do good.
Both of us, our children, and our grandchild will never
be able to forget this in our life, and we are only sorry that
we can not in any manner repay you. I hope, however, when
I am able to go back to myoId position, to be able to send
you my ornithological works, among others my work concerning "The Birds of Paraguay" 2 vol., which appeared
yet during the war. Until then you all must be satisfied
with our thanks.
In this frame of mind, once again I clasp your hands,
my dear friends and colleagues, thanking you from the
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bottom of my heart, for myself and my whole family, and
I am and remain until death
Your thankful most devoted,
A. Laubmann (signed)
The American Ornithologists' Union in its anriiml meeting held in Toronto, Canada last September elected Dr. R.
Allyn Mosel' of Omaha, and present president of N. O. U.,
to full membership. This gives the state of Nebraska .:md
the N. O. D. a full member in A. O. D., something we have
not had since the passing of the late Professor Myron H.
Swenk.
The 1947 annual meeting of the Wilson Ornithological
Club was held at Columhus, Ohio the last week in N ovemtel'. N. O. D. members attending were Dr. and Mrs. R.
Allyn Moser of Omaha and F. W. Haecker of Kemmerer,
Wyoming. The N. O. U. is affiliated with the W. O. C. A
paper, A Study of the Mountain Bluebird, was presented
by F. W. Haecker. Mr. Haecker was named the new chairman of the Affiliated Societies Committee of W. O. C.
The following persons have become members of the
Nebraska Ornithologists' Union since the membership list
was last published in the REVIEW (see Vol. 14, No.2, pp.
49-53) :
Active Members

Brandhorst, C. '1'., Science Dept., Concordia College,
Seward, Nebraska ____________________________________________________ 1947
Eigsti, W. E., Hastings Museum, Hastings, Nebraska 1947
Kinch, Carol, 906 N. Grant, Lexington, Nebraska ________ 1947
Lueshen, Mrs. John, Wisner, Nebraska ________________________ 1947
Singer, Mrs. Myron, 349 South Plum, Grand Island,
Nebraska _________________________ ,__________ __ ___________________________ 1947
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Associate Members

Agel', James H., Game, Forestation & Parks Commission, State House, Lincoln, Nebraska ____________________ 1947
Ayres, Mr. Charles C., Jr., 208 E 2nd Street, Ottumwa,
Iowa _____________ _____________________________________________________ 1947
Broe, Mrs. Peter, 4258 Laurel Avenue, Omaha, Nebraska ________________________________________________________________________ 1947
Brown, Mr. Eddie, 523 West 18th Street, Kearney, Nebraska ____________________________________________ ______________________ 1947
Damon, David, Game, Forestation & Parks Commission, State House, Lincoln, Nebraska ________________ 1947
Middleton, Mrs. Archie, Brady, Nebraska
________________ 1947
Members who have changed from associate to active
'membership are listed below:
Anderson, Mr. Dana, St. Edward, Nebraska
Anderson, Mrs. Dana, St. Edward, Nebraska
Collister, Mrs. Carl, 1418 E. 2nd Street, North Platte, Nebraska
Fleming, Mrs. Ruth M., 3100 Leighton Avenue, Lincoln,
Nebraska
New Subscribers to The Nebraska Bird Review
Carrothers, Miss Vera, 14704 Alder Avenue, East Cleveland, 12, Ohio
Oklahoma A. & M. College, Library, Stillwater, Oklahoma
Ross, Hollis T., 29 So. Second Street, Lewisburg, Pa.
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Grebe, Horned .................................. Apr. 19

.
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..

..

..

....

....

9............ Mar. 30

Heron, Great Blue ............................ Apr. 20 ............ Apr. 9........... _........................ Apr. 10 ............ "pr. 22 ...................................... Mar. 23 ............ Apr.
Heron, Little Blue ............................ June 1.. .............................................................. May 12

6............ Apr.

2

ii~~~;~,~i:~;f:::~~.~.~~~~:~::::::::::·::::::::::·:·:·:.::.:.:.:::.:.::.:.::::~~:::~:~::.::::.:.:.::.:.:.::~~.~:..~.~: .: .: .:.:.:.......~:: .... ~::::::::::::~;? J::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::I~~~··~}::·::::::::1i!.- U············ APr . 28
Goose, Canada ............................... Mar.
Goose, White·fronted ...................... Mar.
Goose, Lesser Snow ........................ Mar.
Goose, Blue ........................................ M'ar.
Mallard, Common ............................ Mar.

20 ....................................... Mar. 22 ............ Apr.
23.......... ..................... . ........................ MaJ:".
16 ....................................... Mar. 22 ............ Mar.
16 ...................................... Mar. 22 ........... Mar.
23 ............ Mar. 16 ............ Mar. 22 ............ Apr.

5............ 'lar. 31.. ......... _........................ Mar. 10............ Feb. 12 ............ Jan. 26
23........... ........................................ .. .... .......................... Feb. 5
13 ........... Mar. 31.. ......... _....................... Mar. 15........... _.......................... Mar. 15
13.
.................................... ". .... ..................................................... Apr. 1
8 ............ Mar. 18 ............ Mar. 12 ............ Jan. 1.. .......... Jan. 19 ............ Jan. L ..... .... Jan.

Gadwall .............................................. Mar.
Baldpate ............................................ Mar.
Pintail, American .......................... Mar.
Teal, Green-winged ........................ Mar.
Teal, Blue-winged ............................ Mar.

16 ..................................................................................................................... _.......................... Mar. 23............ Mar.
23 ............ Mar. 19.................................. Apr. 15............ Mar. 26............. .......
. .... Mar. 18 ............ Mar.
23 ............ Mar. 16 ............ Mar. 2............ Mar. 20 ............ Mar. 17 ............ Mar. 11 .......... Mar. 13. .......... Feb.
29 ............ Mar. 16.................................... rfar. 23 ............ Mar. 29
...................... Mar. 20............ Mar.
23 ...................................... Mar. 17 .................................. Mar. 24................................................................. Mar.

Shoveller ............................................ Mar. 23 ...................................... Mar. 17 ............ Mar. 23........... Mar. 24.. ......... _.................................................... Feb. 23........... Mar.

~~~~~a: ~.~~...:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::. ~L:::::::::~~~: .....~...................................... ...........
Mar. 25 .......... _.......................... Apr. 4... ........ Mar.
g~~~~~t~~:e~~~~..::.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: ~t:::::::::.."_.~~~·...1.~::.·.·::::::::·M~;:..3ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·i\i;~·. . 25·::.::.:::::::::::::::::.: .........:. ::~: fL ......... Apr.

30............ Apr.

. .: : : : : : : : : : :

L ........... Apr.

9
5

3............ Apr. 10

g~f:~n~;~eA!~:k~n..:::::::::::::::::::::: ~;;: 2L:::::::::~~.r:.. ~~::::::::::::.~~~:..1.~..::::::::::. ~~.~.~.:.~~::::::::::.:.~~~:..~~:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::.~~: ..~1.:....:.............:~.~~:.. :~::::::::::::~~b:
g~~~~~-h~:d ~~~~~::s
iU:~~: ~t:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·M~;:"iii.·.'.'.'. . . :::. . iU:~~'. 1L......... Apr.
Duck, Ruddy ...................................... Apr. 12 ...................................... Apr. ~7 .............................................................. _......................... Apr.

2

22 ............ Mar. 11
26............ Mar. 11
23............ Feb. 19
29 ............ Mar. 6
13............ Apr. 4

5
8

6
3............ Apr. 10

Merganser, American ...................... Mar. 23..........................................................
Ha:·. 24................................... .. ........................ Mar. 9............ Jan. 26
Vulture, Turkey .............................. Apr. 26........................................................
.. ................................................................................................................................. Apr. 2
Hawk, Sharp-shinned ...................... Mar. 27.......................................
.. ...•lan. 20 .......... Jan. 25 ........... Jan. 4....................................... Mar. 29 ............ Feb. 8
1
18

~:~t; ~~~~~~;fed· ... '.:":::::::':::'::::":::: ~~~. ~~ ....::.: ::-.:::: ::: ....··.::·:.. :::·M~·r· '30':'::. ':.::. ~~~:. 1~::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.: ~;~: ~L:::::::" ~~~ ;~::::::::::::.~~~.....~:::::::::::: ~~~.

Hawk, Harlan's ....
....................................................
................................................................................. Feb. 23
Hawk, Bro'ld-winged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................................................................... May 17
Hawk, Swainson's ....................................................... May 4 ............ Apr. 18 ...................................... May 17 ............ Feb. 1.. .......... "pr. 22 ............ Mar. 22 ............ Apr. 19
Hawk, American Rough-legged
................................................................................................... Jan. 17 ............ Jan. L .......... Jan. 2........ Apr. 13 ............ Jan. 5
Rough.leg, Ferruginous ................................................. .........
........................................................................ Jan. 20 ............ J an. 10 ...................................... Jan. 3
Eagle, Golden .................. ..............................................................
.. .................................................................... Jan. 15 ............ Jan. 2...................................... Jan.
Eagle, Bald ........................................
............................................................................................................................................................................. Jan. 12 ............ J an.
Hawk, Marsh ................................ Jan. 5.................................... Mar. 2............ Jan. 2............ Jan. 1.. .......... Jan. L .......... Feb. 2 ............ Jan. 4............ Jan.
Osprey _________ . __ .. _____________________________ 0____ ._________ 0_______________________ 0__________________ . ___ 0__________ 0___ . _____ ... __ ._ .... __ . __ . __ . ___ . ___ ._ .. _. __ ._. ___ .. ___ .. ______ .. ______________ . ____ .. _.. __ . ____ . _________ -.---0_--_------- .. --------------- Apr.
Gyrfalcon, Black ........
................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Jan.
Falcon, Prairie ................................ ....................................................................................... ................... .. ................... Jan. 20 ............ Tan. 11. ..................................... Jan.
Hawk, Pigeon ....................
..........................
.. ............................................... Mar. 15 .................................. Jan. 24 ........... Jan.
Hawk, Sparrow ............................... Jan. 5 ..................................... Jan. L ........... Jan. 1................................. Jan. 18 ............ Mar.
...............................................................................................................
.. ..................................... Jan.
Chicken, Greater Prairie ....
Grouse. Sharp-tailed .......................................................................... ................................... ................................ ................................... Mar.
Bob-white .................................... __ . Feb. 10........... _................................................ ....................... Apr. 13 ............ Jan. 5........... Mar.
Pheasant ............................................ Mar. 9....................................... May 8 ...................................... Jan. 2............ Jan. 1 ............ Jan.

13
5
1
26
10
19

3 ..................................... Jan. 30 ........... J an. 2
18 ............ Jan. 5............ Mar. 22............ Apr. 1
5............ Jan. 4 ............ Jan. 10
2....................................................... ···· .....·Jan. 10
31.. ........... Jan. l. ...........Jan. 1
2 ..................................... Jan. 1
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Crane, Whooping ,
Crane, Sandhill
Rail, Virginia
Sora ''''
Coot, American

KEITH
COUNTY

"""""""., "',',"" "'.,.,""""""',,"',"," ~pr. 19
------------------."------------- Mar. 22. ______ .Mar. 17 ___ . ___ . _.Mar. 22 ________ ... Mar. 7. _________ .Mar.
"""""""""""""""""""'""""""""" May 12,
,Mar, 17,
,."""" """"" Apr. 6, """""""""Mar. 20"",
Apr. 13
Apr. 11.. """"""""' Mar, 30""""""""""""Apr.
Plover, Piping"
""."","'''''''''' """,."""""""""",, """""""""""""., .. ,,""
""' """"""""""
""' """"".""""""""'
"""""""""'"
", .. 'ilay 11
Plover, Semipalmated """""""""""""""",,,Ylay 4""
,,\pr. 27, """ .. "" .. ,,""
"" May 8"
""." , May 2
Killdeer
""""""""' " .. """"""' """'"""""'" . Mar. 23,,"" """"' Mar. 23""
"Mar. 22"
""""" .. ,,"" """"",, Mar. 23 .. ", " .. "Mar. 19, ,."""",,Mar. 21.. .. """",,Mar. 15, """""'," Mar.
Plover, Black-bellied
"""""""""",. May 24
Snipe, Wilson's """""'"
""",."",,""""""""" Apr. 7,,"" """"" Apr. 18""",,""Apr. 15,,"""",,""
""""' Mar. 23" """",Jan. 5"" """.",,Jan,
Curlew, Long-billed (subsp.)
."",." .. , Mar. 29" """",Mar.
Plover, Upland
"""""""""" """',',.""""""""""""'"
"May 20""""".,May 10"" .. " .. """"""
"'""."",,"", ,May 15""
May 3"" ,."""""",June
Sandpiper, Spotted '"
'"""""""" May II.., """",Apr. 9,,""
,Apr. 30"""" .. ,,"",.,, """""""""
May 17", .. """" May 4.."""""",,May
Sandpiper, Solitary,
""'"" . May 3"" ", ..'""""""""""""
May 1 7 . . , . , , " " , Apr.
"",' Apr. 27..""",,
'" , May 4", ... " .. __ ,,""
Willet "
"",,""Apr. 26,,"",,"" """",,"""""""""
Apr. 14 """"" Mar. 31 """""",."",Apr.
. Apr. 6,
, May 10 ..
-----------.----- ____ ... _______ .______
Jr. 19, """ .. """ Apr,
Yellow~legs, Greater '"
""'"., Apr. 27"",.""",. May 8..
Yellow-legs, Lesser """"
""""""""". Apr. 27..""""" Apr. 7 """,," "'-pr. 27"""", ... Apr. 20",."" ,Apr. 17 .. "
Apr, 11 "" .. """ .. ,May 5
Sandpiper, Pectoral
",.""""'". May 4
" .. ","""""""""
"""""" ...... """ ,," May 7"" .... ""Mar. 24
Sandpiper, White-rumped
' """'"",,,,
,Apr. 27
"""""""""",,"",, lVfav 21':
Sandpiper, Baird's ""'"",,""" May 11.
"",,''''''''''''
,""""",",."",, .. ,,"""'"
"'''''''''"" .... ,.May 17, "" .. """'" .... ,,"
""""""' Way 5" "",,, .. Apr.
,,,,May 11"""""" __ .. """ .. ,,,,"",,,, "", Mar. 22"""
Sandpiper, Least "" .. ,
"""" .. " ...... ,,"" May 8 .... " .. ".,,"",,"
,,"",,""""May 4.." .""""' May II.., """,,,Apr.
Dowitcher ,.""""" ........
""" May 24.
""",,Apr. 27.. .... ",, __ .. ,,""""
Sandpiper, Stilt """""'"
"""""", May 17
""""",May 18,,,"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,, ""',"'''''''""''''
Sandpiper, Semipalmated
"""""'" Apr. 27",
"""""""""""" .. """,,, """'" May 11
, .. "May 4""""",,, ............... "" .. , """"""Apr. 27
Godwit, Marbled """ .."
"" "'''''''''''' """" May 26", ,,"""",May

2g:""'"

~~~;::, ,~~~~~~~~~"':::' :::"::::::::.. :::::: ~~~,,,1,1,______,,,','__,',','__________________________ ':'::__:::__ ':__ :"Ap~:"""6::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"::::::: ~;:.
Phalarope, Wilson's" """""""""""""",,,,,Apr. 27"""" .. "May 8"" .. ",,"" Apr. 27
"" .. "" ........ ,,"" .. "" "" May 26"
Phalarope, Northern
""'''''''''''""'''''''' """"""'''" .. ,''""
""""""""""" .. """,, .. ,,",,""
Gull, Herring ,,, .. ,
",,' Mar. 23"""" ............ ,,
,"""" .. " .. """"""""""" .. ,,'
Gull, Ring·billed ,
Gull, Laughing ,
Gull, Franklin's
Tern, Forster's __ _
Tern, Common

""" Mar. 23
.,," .... Apr. 27..""",

Tern, Least"
""""""""""""""'"" ,May
Tern, Black """"
"""""" .... May
Dove, Rock '" ",""""""""""""'" "",Jan.
'"
"'" Mar.
Dove, Mourning
Cuckoo, Yellow-billed
", .... May

\pr.l7,.,
Ilay 17..",

"" ,Apr.

Owl, Barred " .. "
,""",,""May 15
Owl, Tong-eared,
Owl, Short-eared
Nighthawk """
"""' \fay 30 """"""""",June
'"""""" "".May 13
Swift, Chimney """""""""'"",.""""""""""""" Apr. 27", """"" .... " .... ","",
, , Apr. 28

10

23"""""",, Mar. 29.
5,

31
H
23
25
27

""" .. "Apr. 19

20

27.
28

1

""""."""""""'""'" Feb. 23
"""""'""""""'""""' ",,"""" .. """""' ......... Apr. 10
7,"""""",, Apr. 19,,""
Apr. 19.
""" .... , May 30,.. """"' Apr. 27, """' Apr. 18
"","""","" """"""""""'

""""""""" ""Pl'.

""'" "" "" .. "
"" .. ,',',"""""" '" Apr.
25"
"".""""""""""""""' ."""""""".,,',, .... """, ..
""""',"" May 17,
25 .""""""""".. " .. ""
" May 24.. .... " .. ,... ,,'"
"""""""""""""May 9 """"" .. ,May
1
,"far.
23"" .. _.. """", .. "" ""."""". -an. 26"" .. " .... Apr. 30
,M\aT, 23", """" Apr, 6"" .... , "Apr, 3
18 """,,"",,,May 15
" .......... "" .... """""" Mar. 8(7)" "".May 12,
"" .. ,........ " .. , """"June 4,
Way

Cuckoo, Black-billed
"""l\1ay 19""
Owl, Barn "',""" .. """ .. ,, .. ,,""
...... " .. " "" .. "" ...... "",,"""'
Owl, Screech '"
""""'"""""""""""
·'eb. 15"",,"",,"",,"",
Owl, Horned ""', .. """""" """"'" .. "' .. ","" Jan. 5""" .. , .. ,,""" .... ,'
""','" .Jan.
Owl, Burrowing,
"',",.. ,""""_".... "",'
"""""""""""""" .. " "'"""""""" .. "" ""',. May

17

"'""'"""""''"" .. "".""''""''" .... " .... ,,''' May 11
,May 21.." .. " .. " May 11.. """"""".Apr. 27
""""""""""'""'" June L""" ...... May 5
,""",,....
""""""' May 18
'"""","""""" """""", Mar. 22 """"",,,J an. 2€

'" Mar. 22 .. """" __ ,,
'"",,'""'" Apr. 18" .. "",,, .. Apr. 16

CHADRON

2

18"
21.."

"".June 20.
",May 18.

14, "',"" Apr. 4", .... ,.. "May 23.
26" ,""""June 5.

June 9.
""""',""" May 12 ...... " .......... """""'" """, .. May 11 "" .... ''','' .. ' """"",,"" ..... May 20
"Apr. 21.."" .. , .. ,"""""" """""""" Jan. 27
"","""Jan. 10.
.""Jan. 26"", ""'" ,Jan. 1.
1.."""",,, Jan. L" """"""Jan. 1 ""',"""" ....Tan. 3
L"",,,,,.Mar. 28 """"""""""""",,"" .. ,,, ,
,May 27 """""'"" May 18 "" .. """"",Apr. 8,,"" """""",Jan. 10
Jan.

5

,June

4""

,,""Jan. 30
",May 10", """".May 17 ..
,.,,""Apr. 1.., ","""",Apr. 27

""""June

""""""."",. Mar. 27.
5 """"""""" May 14

NAME OF BIRD

OMAHA

BLUE
SPRINGS

LINCOLN

FAIRBURY

HASTINGS

BLADEN

STAPLETON

NORTH
PLATTE

i~l~~.ii~~~~::~E: :~_~~~2:~3;~f. ;1:::~:gK:L~:::::-::tli···ir~f~f
Woodpecker, Red-bellIed ................ Jan. 18 ........... _.......................... Jan.

L .......... Apr. 10 ............ Jan. 25

Woodpecker, Red-headed ................ Apr. 26 ............ 'IIay 1L .......... May 18 ............ May L .......... May
Sapsucker ............................ ___ . __ .. _.. _.. Apr. 26
Woodpecker, Hairy ........ --.---... --.. -.... Jan. 19..................... --.--... --.. -.. -................ -.. --... --..................... -...... J an.
Woodpecker, Downy ... --...... --.. --.. --... Jan. 2._ .. __ ..... _.............. __ .. __ .. __ .. Jan. L .......................... _.... _.... Jan.
Kingbird, Eastern .--.--...................... May 6.......................... __ ... __ . __ .. May 7 __ .......... May 7. __ ........ May

6.. _.. _.... _.May

9.-.......... May 16............ May

L .......... __ ....... __ ._ ...... __ ..... Jan.
L ... __ ... ______ .. _. ____ ... __ ........ _Jan.
3.......... __ May 8._ .......... May

9............ J an.
5....... _.... J an.
4......... __ .May

KEITH
COUNTY

8

12 ___ ........ Jan.
9. __ ......... Apr.
4_ ... _____ .. _Jan.
9 ____ .. _... May
L_ ... _. ____ Jan.
L. ___ ... _.. Jan.
2._ .. __ ... __ . May

CHADRON

L
2

L ___ ._ .. __ .Apr. 20

n
L ____ . __ ... Apr. 1
L __ ... __ .. Apr. 13
4._. __ .. __ ... May 13

~§]:~~~~~r~~~-!L:~~:~f-~+~-~L~::.:~~ ;Ft~'3Q:;;h;:r; li··· .•::. ::

...

Mo, 21

Flycatcher, Alder (subsp.) ................................................ --...... ---.---... M·ay 9........... _.............. ___ .... May 6._ ...... ____ .......... _.. __ ._ ... _.. May 27 .... ___ ..... May 24._. ____ .May 11.
Flycatcher, Least ............ _. __ .. _._ ..... _... May 6......... __ .............................................. - -................ ____ . __ May 10..... __ ....._... ___ .. _............ _........... _. __ ...... ___ ._. May 4........... May 6.
Pewee, Eastern Wood . ___ ...... _... _....... M·ay 11 ........ _..... __ ... ______ .......... ___ May 18
Pewee, Western Wood ......................................................... -.... ----.. ---.-................. _... _._._ .................. _...... _........................ __ .. _, ..... ___ ... _..... _._ ... _..................... _.................... __ .... __ ... June 1
Lark, Horned ................. --.--.-.--.. --..... Feb. 11 ......... __ ........... _...... _......... Mar. 2............ J an. L, ......... J an. 25._ ........................ __ .... __ . __ .. J,an. 2........... Jan. L .... __ ... J an. 1
Swallow,
Swallow,
Swallow,
Swallow,
Swallow,

Violet-green .................................................................. -............................................................................... _........ _.......................................... ___ . __ .................... _._ .. __ ... May 11
Bank .... _............... _............. May 10 ..... _.......................................... _......................................................... -...... -............. __ ............................ _... _.. _.... May 4
Rough-winged .--.. -.... _._ ..... May 10......................................................... __ ... _.. Apr. 20.................................................. __ ...... __ .. _. __ .. _........... _... _._ ... May 4 .. _........ M.ay 1
Barn .................................. May 4 __ ............................. __ .. __ .. Apr. 14 ......... _.. Apr. 15..... _..... _May 13............ Apr. 28 ........... May 2........... _May 6 ____ ... __ ... May 13.
Northern Cliff ................ May 4... _....... _.................... _......................... -............................................................................................................... Apr. 12 ... ___ ...... May 11.

Martin, Purple ............................ __ .... Apr. 9............ Apr. 6............ Apr. 28 ..... _... __ .Apr. 15 ............ Apr. L ............................................................. Apr. 26
Jay, Blue ............................................ Jan. 7..................... _............... _Jan. L ...... __ .May L ......... Apr. 10............ May 5....... __ ... May 4 .......... _.Jan. L .......... Peb. 28
Jay, Long-crested .-.......................................... -... -....................... --........................................................... __ ................................................................................ Jan. 1 ... _........ Apr. 28.
Magpie, American ........................... _................................... __ ...... __ .. __ ..... _._ ............. __ .. __ .. __ Feb. 10 ........... Feb. 4 .......... Jan. 3L .......... Jan. 2........... Jan. L_ ... _. __ .Jan. 1
Crow, Eastern ........................ _.. _...... Jan. L ....... _ ......... _........... __ ... Jan. L_ ....... __ .......................... Jan. 1 .................................... Jan. 2............ Feb. 9. ___ .. _..... Jan. L ___ . ___ ... Ian.
Chickadee, Long-tailed (subsp.) .... Jan. L. __ ... __ ......... --............ -... Jan. L ....... _._ ............. ___ ...... _Jan. L .. _.. _...................... _... __ . Jan. 4 ... __ .. _.... J an. L. __ .. __ ... J an.
Titmouse, Tufted ............... __ .. _... __ ..... Jan. 5
Nuthatch, White-breasted ......... _.... Jan. 1.. ... __ ... _......... _. __ .. __ ....... __ .. Jan. 26_ .. __ .. ___ ...................... _..... Mar. 13.
Nuthatch, Red-breasted . __ .. _... _........ Jan. 18 .. _..... __ --..... _.......... _........ Mar. 5 __ --........................................................... __ . __ .. --.. __ ........................ _.......... _..... May 25
Creeper, Brown ..... _.. __ ...... _.. __ .. _... __ .. _Jan. 14 ..................... __ ... -... -.. __ .... Jan. 26._ ........ _................. _...... __ Jan. L ................................................................ Jan. 4.
Wren, Western House __ ._ .. _._ .. __ .. __ ... Apr. 22 .......... __ ......... __ ...... ____ ...... Apr. 22 ____ .. __ .... May 1.._ ......... Apr. 13........................ _... _....... _May
Wren, Bewick's .......... _.. __ ... __ ...... _.... _.................. _.. _............... _.. ____ ... _. __ ................... _.. _...................... _......... May 17.
Wren, Prairie Marsh ...... __ ...... __ ..................... __ ....... _.. May 5

2

L __ . __ . ___ . \pr.

3

L __ ........ Apr. 29. _... _..... Apr. 21.. __ ... __ . Y1ay

9

_______ Apr. 26

:-~~kin~~hdo~-.~~-c~..:::::::::::::::::::::::j~~:·····i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-r.;j~y··"i4:::-::::::::M;y··2·0·.·.-_-.·.·.:·.-_·_·:"AP~::··24::::::::::::AI;;·.-·2"7:·.·.:::·.·_::·:J~~:··"ii.·.-.-.·.·.--.·:-.'Ap~:·-29: .......... Jan.

26

~;~fy:~~:::~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r;I l~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·~il ~t::::::::::t;I 3g::::::::::::1i!.. ~L::::·:::. ~i~j~:::::::::::·~~ :t:::::::~~~ ~::::::::::::~~ ~L _ . _ .: ~~~ 3g.

Thrush, Wood .................... __ . __ .. _........ May 13 .. __ ..... :.. May 8.. _, .. _.. __ ..................... _.. __ .. Apr. 15
Thrush, Hermit .......... __ .. __ ...... _...... _.. May 6........... Apr. 20 __ ........ _. Apr. 20

~hrush, 8Iive·tacte~ ................... ~ay ~ .. --...... -.~ay ~ ............ :ay ~~ ...... -.............. -........ --:ay _.~..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:_:...:....-.. . . ._.-. . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . .-.-.. . . . . -.. . :. ..M
.......~...~............6. . . . . . . . .-::::::..~~ ... .t.::::_:::::::g:yyy

n···-· - . -'..pr. 25

TB~lu~eub:I~r:d,wEiiaros~teCr(n~U.b._S..P.·.:.).·.·.·.:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:_:.:.:.-.· ·M· ·a~·yr· .· ·2· 3·:.:.·.·:.:.:.·.· .·. . .:_...._._ .... ...~~..... -_._ ........:.:.:.:_:.:_:.'.:.:.'.:. MM:a~r. 192:.:_:.:_:.:_:.:.:.:.:.~.·J:· a: n: :.: :·1·:8: :·: :.: : ·: ·~iZ.-·
2~
............... _... _ _ .... _ ...........2. . . . . . . . . . . . ..l\1:..a..r......l.6. . .::::::::::~~~'. ~L:::::.:::~:b: 2~:::::::::::·.~~~·. 2~.
Bluebird, Mountain .. _.......................................... __ ..... _......... _._ .. _..... _....................... _..... _

NAME OF BIRD

OMAHA

BLUE
SPRINGS

LINCOLN

FAIRBURY

HASTINGS

BLADEN

STAPLETON

NORTH
PLATTE

KEITH
COUNTY

CHADRON

Solitaire, Townsend .......................... J an. 18 ........... _.................................................... Jan. 5............ Mar. 28 ................................................................. Feb. 15............ J an. 26
Gnatcatcher, Blue-gray .................. May 12
Kinglet, Eastern, Golden-crowned J an. 19 .................................. _.............................. Jan. 8 ............ Mar. 28. ................................................................ Feb. 27
Kinglet, Eastern, Ruby-crowned .... Mar. 20 ....................................... Apr. 18
Pipit, American ..................................................................................................................................................................... Apr. 22 ............ Apr. 23 ............ May 11 ........... Apr. 25
Waxwing, Bohemian ........................ Mar. 23

~}I[i::~~~~~~:fs~~~f~t~~~~:::::::~;::···~·L~::::::::·.~:~~:~.~~.~:::::.:.~~:.:.:~·f:::··~!:~~~~:~~::~::::~~:::::~:·:·:·:·:.:·~:~~·:~:·¥a~:···;t::::~~~~:~.~£::::i:::::·::::::.;::~~:tji···r::::::·~~:~~~~: ···t:::. :. :::~;·.··ii···········Jan.
Vireo,
Vireo,
Vireo,
Vireo,
Vireo,

22

White-eyed ............................ May 8
Bell's ...................................... May 13 ...................................... May 10 ............ May 2 ............ May 16...................................... May 25 ............ May 30........... J une 19
Yellow-throated .................... May 8
Red-eyed ................................
................................ May
May 10
...................................... May
M;ay 1203:::::::::::~Ma··y·······1··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.'MMaayy 12:::::::::.·:·::.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·............ MMaaYy 11 84 ....................... ~~,~
2D~.......... May 17
Warbling
4......................................
,u. ,

Warbler,
Warbler,
Warbler,
Warbler,
Warbler,

Black and White .............. May 8 ............ May 8 ............ May 10 ................................... Apr.
Tennessee ......................... May 11.. .......... May 8 ............ May 23 ........... May 3............ May
Orange-crowned ............. 'day 8 ......................................................................................... Apr.
Nashville .......................... May 17... ....... ....... ... ........ . ............................................... May
yellow .............................. Apr. 28 ...................................... Apr. 29 ...... May 3 ............ May

25 ................................... May 10
13..................................... May 10
....................
.. May 17
29............ ............................................ .... Apr. 26 ............ Apr. 27
17
5 ........... -.......................... May 11.. .......... May 6........... May 4

Warbler,
Warbler ,
Warbler,
Warbler,
Warbler,

Myrtle .............................. Apr. 17 ............ May 8 ............ May 7 ....................................... Apr. 20 ..................................... Apr. 27.....
Apr. 22 ............ Apr. 25
Audubon's ................................................................................................................................. Apr. 25............
..................._.. _................................................ Apr. 23
Black-throated Green .... May 8
Cerulean .......................... __ May 20
Black-poll .......................... May 11.. .......... May 3................................................................ May 8 ...................................... May 13 ............ Apr. 29 ............ May 10

Warbler, Western Palm .................. May 8 ............................................................................................ Apr. 29
Ovenbird ............................................ May 4 ......................................................................................... May 16....................................... May 11.. ...... -;-May 17....................................... May 21
Water-Thrush, Grinnell's ............... _......................................................................................................... May 8 ...................................... May 11 ........... May l0 ............ May 24
Water-Thrush, Louisiana .............. May 8 ............ '.,lay 8
Warbler, Kentucky ........................ May 10
Warbler, Mourning .......................... May
Warbler, Yellow-throat __________________ May
Chat .................................................... May
Warbler, Wilson's ............................ lVIay
Redstart, American .......................... May

20 ........... _.......................... May 30
13. ___________ May 5. _________ .. May lO. _____________________________________ .May 6 _________ ... _______ .. ,. ____ .. _______ .May 6. __________ . May 4. __________ .Apr. 28
20 ............ May 17........... _.......................... Nlay 10 ............ May 17..........
................. "'lay 13 ............ May 17............ 'day 23
13 .......................................................................... , .................................................................. May 10
8 ............ May 17 ........... May 10............ June 3............ May 17 ...................................... 'day 15 ............ May 19 ........... May 14

~~1~§~~E~~;~~;~::::·:~~~::::·:~~···:·:~·fij:··2~:~::~~~~ ~:;~ ~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ :~:·. ~ ~·~·~j:· ~i:.:· ·: : ~j £: ·i·~: ~·.~!.·:·:·~ : ·~: : ~: : .: : ~ :;: 2:~:·~·:·:.:.:.:\.: :.: .: . : . .~~ }l~.::·:···.:·¥aif.··~L:::. ::·::··¥ff: ~1 ..........

Blackbird, Yellow-headed ................ Apr. 20 ............ Apr.

9 ............ Apr. 18............ Apr. 22 ............ Apr. 20............ Apr. 28 ............ Apr. 20 ............ .\pr. 26.......... May 14

Mar. 18

NAME OF BIRD

OMAHA

BLUE
SPRINGS

LINCOL~

FAIRBURY

HASTINGS

BLADEN

STAPLETON

NORTH
PLATTE

KEITH
COUNTY

CHADRON

Grosbeak, Rose-breasted ....
May 6 ........... May 8 ............ May ·-1......... ;,:o.y 12 ............ May 4....
.................... .. 'lay 9
Grosbeak, Rocky Mountain
................
.. .......................... May 4.....................
.. ........ May 9
.... May 16 ........ June 4
Grosbeak, Western Blue
..................
.. ..................... May 14 ........... M.ay 30 ............ June 15..........................
.... May 16 .......... May 9 ........... May 24
Bunting, Indigo ............................. May lL .......... May 20 ........... May 14 ........... June 4 ............ May 17.. .......... June 11.. ........................ _. May 24
Bunting, Lazuli .
.................................................. ..........................
.. .. May 16 ..................................... May 20 ........... May 24 ........... May 22
Dickcissel .......................................... May 11.. .......... May 18 ........... May 18 ........... May 20 ............ May 17 ........... May 15 ........... May 31... . ... June
Finch, Eastern Purple ..... .................................................. ................ ..................... ....
.. ............. May 11
Siskin, Northern Pine .................... Jan. 13 ............ Apr. 27 __ .... Mar. 2
.... May 3 ............ Jan. 1..
.............................
. Feb.
Goldfinch ............
.. ........ Jan. 5..........
.. .............................................. Jan. 25......................
.. ....... Jan. 9 .......... Jan.
Towhee, Red-€yed ...............
. Apr. 2 ............ 'lay 17
..... May 4
Towhee,
Bunting,
Sparrow,
Sparrow,
Sparrow,

7 ........... June 19
4 ........... ·Jan. 26 ............ Mar. 20
1 ........... Jan. 1.. .......... Apr. 25

Arctic ..................................................... .
.. ...... Apr. 27 ........... May 2.
........... Apr. 27.. ...... Mar. 1.. ......... Apr. 24.....
... May
Lark ...................................................................... .
........................
.. ............ May 17
.......June 10 ........... May J2
.. May 18
...... May
Savannah
................. Apr. 20 ............ lVIay 5
...... Apr. 28....
............................ .._ .............. ..
......... May
Western Grasshopper ......
........... May 5 .................. .
.. ..... '-'lay
Leconte's .......................... .
...... May

Sparrow, Western Henslow's..
......................................
....................
....................... M:ay 4
Sparrow, Vesper ................
............................... Apr. 6....
.... Apr. 2 ............ Apr. 23... ..... ............
Apr. 18
..... Apr. 16 ........... Apr.
Sparrow, Lark ............................
........................................... Apr. 27 ............ May 13 ............ Apr. 28....
. ............ May 2 ............ May
Junco, White-winged.
....... Jan. 5
Junco, Slate· colored .......................... Jan. 1....................
........................ . Jan. L .......... .r an. L.......
.........•J an. 2 ......... Jan. 5............ J an.
Junco, Montana (subsp.) .............. Jan. L..............................
.. ................................................................... Jan. 15 ......... .fan.
Junco, Grey-headed ............
................................................ ......... ......
................. .................................
................. .................... .. .. Mar.
Sparrow, Tree .................................. Jan. 5..............................
. Jan. 5............ Jan. L ........... ,Jan. L..................
.. .......... Jan. 2 ............ Jan.
Sparrow, Chipping
................. Apr. 27.. .......... Apr. 7 ........... Apr. 6 ............ l\pr. 2 ............ May 4...
.. ....... M:ay 13............ May
Sparrow, Clay·colored .................... Apr. 22 ............ Ifay 9 ........... \.pr. 18 ............ May L .......... May 4.....
.. .......... May 5 ............ May

~~:~~~:: ~i:!~i~;~··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~: ~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··i~~:..···5::::::::::::
Sparrow,
Sparrow,
Sparrow,
Sparrow,

Totals

243

165

.. \pr. 21 ................. ..

___ ... ___________

.... May

1

5............ Jan.
1
2
1.. .......... Jan. 1
8 ............ Apr. 30
9............ Apr. 30

_ ________________ . Tan.

95

142

46

131

........ I\pr. 27

9 ................... ..

2 __ _

........... Jan.
108

7
5

2............ May 13
10
\.pr. 28 ............ Apr. 24.. ......... Apr. 27.. ........ Apr. 26 ....... Apr. 28
\.pr. 24......................
.. ..... May 3 ........... lVIay 6

................. .......................
.. ........................ _.............................................................. May 30
.. ran. 25
........... _....... Apr. 14 ......... Jan.
5 ........... l\pr. 7_ ........ Apr. 26. .. ...... ~ial". 9

53

1

5
2

t::.· 2~::::::::::::i::.· ~~::::.::::::~. . . .:. . . . . . . .::: . . . . . . ;J:: 2~ :·.·.·::::::N::

White· crowned ................ May 1L .......... May 8 ............ 'lay 5 ............ Apr. 10...
White-throated ................ Apr. 22 ............ May lL .......... Apr. 22 ............ Apr. 11.
Fox .................................... Apr. 2 ............ l\pr. 12. .. .... I\pr. 27
Lincoln's ......................... '!lay 3................... .. ..................................... Mar. 20 ..

Sparrow, Swamp .......... .
Sparrow, Song ................................ . fan.
Longspur, Lapland .......... ..
Longspur, Chestnut-collared
Bunting, Eastern Snow ...

4
3 .......... May 23

157

4 .. ......... Jan.

1

.. ...... _.. Mar. 24
. Apr. 3
7

153

28

